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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Essays in Entrepreneurship

by

Sarada

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

University of California, San Diego, 2011

Professor Roger H. Gordon, Chair

This dissertation contains three essays in entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship is

a key generator of economic growth. Entrepreneurial firms innovate, both on the product

and process margins, creating new technologies and organizational novelties, bringing

about positive spillovers to the economy as a whole. As such, understanding the factors

underlying such activity is vital. This dissertation is concerned with who becomes

an entrepreneur and why he or she does so, what factors influence the success of an

entrepreneurial venture, and what types of institutions best facilitate entrepreneurial

activity.

The first chapter resolves a longstanding empirical puzzle; that most

entrepreneurs enter and persist in self-employment, despite lower initial earnings and

xi



earnings growth (Hamilton, 2000). I hypothesize that reported income is not a good

measure for the returns to self-employment. The self-employed have the ability to

underreport earnings (estimated to be between 18 and 57 percent (Slemrod, 2007)),

and can compensate themselves in various ways that do not manifest as reported

labor income. The estimation strategy employed to test this hypothesis relies on the

presumption that reported consumption by the self-employed will not be systematically

misreported, even though income can easily be. Using longitudinal data from the PSID,

I find that while individuals report earning 27 percent less in self-employment they in

fact consume 5 percent more. This implies a 32 percent differential between reported

wage and consumption for the self-employed. Furthermore, this increased consumption

does not seem to be offset by lower savings or higher uncertainty. Other results include

that the self-employed work longer hours and that lifetime consumption is no lower for

those who leave self-employment.

The second chapter links the network structure amongst initial employees to

the performance of a newly founded firm. We use a large employee-employer linked

panel data set from Brazil that allows us to track workers across jobs and establish

whether new firm employees have prior joint work experience. We use this information

to construct a quantifier for network concentration using the Herfindahl Hirschman

Index (HHI), and test the impact of network concentration on new firm performance

as measured by survival, employment, and wages. We find that new firms with

higher network concentrations, i.e. wherein initial employees have worked together

previously, are on average larger, have higher wages and survive longer when controlling

for industry fixed effects and employees’ human capital, demographic characteristics,

formal sector experience, and size of parent firms. This association increases with the

initial size of the newly founded firm. However, we find a negative relationship between

network concentration and initial firm growth. Finally, we look at how the size of an

individual’s parent firm affects the success of her new entrepreneurial venture and find

that small firm experience correlates with better survival rates, but lower employment

and average wages at the new firm.

xii



The third chapter examines the conditions under which an informal network may

decide to formalize into an entrepreneurial organization. Such organizations are formal,

not-for-profit entities whose main objective is to facilitate networking so as to generate

partnerships leading to entrepreneurial ventures. In order to create fruitful business

partnerships, both the informal network and the formal organizations seek to grow.

The growth process in the informal network occurs via bilateral sponsorship which

rigorously screens entrants and is therefore slow, while that for a formal organization

is much faster but less certain to only admit high types. We formally model these two

entities and set the stage for an analysis of the tradeoffs between them.
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Chapter 1

The Unobserved Returns to

Entrepreneurship

1
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Abstract

This paper resolves a longstanding empirical puzzle; that most entrepreneurs

enter and persist in self-employment, despite lower initial earnings and earnings growth

(Hamilton, 2000). I hypothesize that reported income is not a good measure for the

returns to self-employment. The self-employed have the ability to underreport earnings

(estimated to be between 18 and 57 percent (Slemrod, 2007)), and can compensate

themselves in various ways that do not manifest as reported labor income. The

estimation strategy employed to test this hypothesis relies on the presumption that

reported consumption by the self-employed will not be systematically misreported, even

though income can easily be. Using longitudinal data from the PSID, I find that while

individuals report earning 27 percent less in self-employment they in fact consume

5 percent more. This implies a 32 percent differential between reported wage and

consumption for the self-employed. Furthermore, this increased consumption does not

seem to be offset by lower savings or higher uncertainty. Other results include that the

self-employed work longer hours and that lifetime consumption is no lower for those

who leave self-employment.

1.1 Introduction

Entrepreneurial activity is a key generator of economic development. Individuals

and firms involved in such undertakings innovate, both on the product and process

margins, creating new technologies and organizational novelties. Entrepreneurs are

willing to internalize the risk involved in implementing new ideas, thereby bringing

about positive externalities. The macroeconomic returns to entrepreneurial activity

are clear; entrepreneurs modernize, create employment, bring about positive spillovers

and engender economic growth. However, these positive returns do not translate quite

so seamlessly at the microeconomic, individual level. It is not clear that individuals

engaging in entrepreneurial activity always yield higher, or even equivalent returns to
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what they would otherwise receive in wage employment. Recent studies find negative

median and average financial returns in self-employment relative to that in comparable

wage-employment (Evans and Leighton, 1989; Hamilton, 2000). Specifically, Hamilton

(2000) finds that the median individual in self-employment for ten years makes 35

percent less than her wage-employed counterpart. This evidence gives rise to the

question; what, if not financial returns, propels individuals to move into and stay on

in self-employment?

In order to better understand how to best encourage externality generating

entrepreneurial activity, we must first identify the factors that induce individuals to

engage in entrepreneurship. The literature currently proposes a few explanations to

rationalize this curious observation, that individuals choose self-employment despite

the low returns. These explanations can be broadly categorized into heterogeneity in

individual preferences over employment types, risk and time, and differences in beliefs

(Blanchflower et al., 2001; Hamilton, 2000; Moskowitz and Vissing-Jørgensen, 2002;

Cooper et al., 1988; Dunne et al., 1988; Camerer and Lovallo, 1999).

In this paper, I re-establish the puzzle, that the self-employed earn less, in

a longitudinal setting. To make sense of this anomalous finding, I propose a new

hypothesis. Namely, that self-reported income is not a reliable measure of the financial

returns to self-employment. In order to get around this, I use consumption rather than

reported income to measure returns. Using longitudinal data from the PSID, I find that

while individuals on average report earning 27 percent less in self-employment, they in

fact consume 5 percent more. This implies a 32 percent differential between reported

earnings and reported consumption. Most of this increased consumption comes from

those who persist in self-employment, with consumption growth at an annual rate of 1.15

percent. Furthermore, this increase in consumption is not offset by higher uncertainty

and the self-employed also appear to save more. These four findings combined resolve

the puzzle on why the self-employed remain so. Those who choose self-employment are

financially better off. This, in addition to previous explanations that the self-employed

also enjoy non-financial benefits, renders the decision to remain self-employed (for
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those who make the choice) a perfectly rationalizable one.

Reported income is a poor measure of returns, especially for the self-employed

since they have the ability to both underreport income and overstate business expenses

so as to minimize income tax incidence. It is reasonable to assume that any survey of the

self-employed will capture an inaccurate income statistic that is guided by motivations

to underreport for tax purposes. From the survey participants’ perspective, maintaining

consistency across both IRS and survey reports is ideal since this involves simpler

recall and avoids audit complications they may perceive as a possibility. Therefore,

income reported for survey purposes is most likely very similar to that reported for

tax purposes, hence highly prone to understatement. Evidence for the prevalence of

underreporting from Slemrod (2007) shows that 57 percent of non-farm proprietor

income is not reported, summing to an approximated grand total of 68 billion dollars in

2006. Wage-income on the other hand, suffers from a 1 percent rate of underreporting.

Furthermore, the self-employed have access to various avenues to compensate

themselves that cannot be easily captured in survey data. A few modes of compensation

that may not show up in reported income as obviously include firm shares, dividends

and royalty payments. Given this, measuring the returns to self-employment through

reported earnings will at best provide the absolute lowest bound of the true financial

return, and more likely a severe underestimate.

In order to get around the problems that plague reported income, I estimate

the returns to self-employment using consumption instead. My estimation strategy

involves using reported expenditures from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID)

to proxy for true financial returns. Under the assumption that consumption is not

systematically misreported in either wage or self-employment, this alternative measure

provides a more accurate portrayal of the actual realized returns, especially when

making comparisons across the two employment types. While income suffers from

tax misreporting incentives which then most likely bleed into self-reported survey

data, this is less likely the case for reported consumption. 1 Moreover, unlike the

1Caveat: While there are no overt incentives to misreport consumption, there is the possibility of
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earnings received in wage-employment, the true earnings of a business are rarely

realised instantaneously. Looking at consumption circumvents this problem since it

also captures (some of) the expected future returns that individuals most likely account

for when making the decision to be involved in a given employment type.

As mentioned above, I find that while individuals report earning 27 percent

less in self-employment, they in fact consume 5 percent more, implying a 32 percent

differential between reported earnings and reported consumption. Figures 1.1 and 1.2

graphically summarize the most striking results of this paper. These two figures are

cross-sectional representations of the distributions of wage earnings and consumption

in the two employment sectors. Figure 1.1 shows that the reported earnings distribution

of the self-employed is mostly to the left of that for the wage-employed. This

reaffirms the finding that most self-employed individuals report earning less than their

wage-employed counterparts. Using consumption instead, figure 1.2 shows that this

finding is entirely flipped. The self-employed consume more than their wage-employed

counterparts across the entire distribution.

In further dissecting the origin of this increased consumption, I find that

consumption upon initial entry into self-employment is not significantly different than

in wage employment, but with each additional year, the self-employed experience a 1.15

percent growth in consumption. Moreover, the variance of consumption is no different

in self-employment than in wage-employment. Furthermore, the self employed do not

seem to be substituting consumption for savings. In fact, a cross sectional analysis shows

systematic consumption misreporting across the two employment types. The direction of this bias
however is unclear. For example, perks in wage jobs such as meals eaten out etc are more likely to
be reported as household consumption in self-employment, causing consumption to be overestimated in
self-employment. On the flip side, expenses like car purchases could be considered a business expense
in self-employment therefore not reported as household consumption for survey purposes, leading to
an underestimate of consumption in self-employment. The consumption measure used in this paper
partially deals with this by combining various components, not just those which are likely to suffer
from misreporting. Furthermore, in looking at the dynamics (section 1.4.2), I find that consumption
upon initial entry into self-employment does not differ from that in wage employment. If consumption
were differentially reported in wage and self-employment, this should appear the moment the transition
occurs. Since I do not observe any difference in consumption upon immediate entry into self-employment,
this suggests that for survey purposes, there is no systematic difference in consumption reporting across
employment types.
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that the self-employed save more than their wage-employed counterparts. The findings

on higher consumption, higher savings and no difference in variance can be related to

the “private equity premium puzzle” as described in Moskowitz and Vissing-Jørgensen

(2002). A higher mean level of consumption that is not traded off with a higher

variance implies that the risk-return tradeoff is not obviously worse for those who are

self-employed and hold most of their equity in their own private business.

In looking at hours worked, I find that individuals work 5 percent more in

self-employment as compared to that in wage work. This implies either the presence

of non-pecuniary returns, increasing marginal returns to time spent in self-employment

or some combination of the two. The joint findings of increased consumption and

more work in self-employment contributes to understanding agency problems in labor

markets. In particular, those who work for others do not capture the full benefit of their

effort and so choose not to work as hard. In self-employment, the returns are fully

internalized and this could induce individuals to put in more effort and work longer

hours.

In looking beyond just those years in self-employment, I find that for those who

do return to wage-employment, consumption drops in response to a failed business,

but only to about the same level it would have had the individual remained as a wage

employee. In a nutshell, expected consumption is higher for those who remain in

self-employment but drops to its level prior to self-employment once people return to

wage-employment, implying that there is no observable cost to being self-employed,

even for those who fail.

The last (and least robust) finding in this paper, is that individuals who

do exceptionally well while self-employed are more likely to leave, possibly being

reclassified2 as wage-employed due to entrepreneurial success. This reclassification

exacerbates the underestimation of the returns to self-employment.

This paper is one of few 3 to look at the returns to self-employment in a

2Refer to section 1.2.3 for a discussion of reclassification.
3See Evans and Leighton (1989).
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long panel setting, which enables the tracking of individuals over time and across

employment spells. The two main novelties of the paper are that firstly, I document the

returns to self employment holistically and estimate these returns in a panel setting, and

that secondly I use consumption rather than income to estimate the financial returns to

self-employment. The results from this paper suggest that the self-employed, especially

those who persist, experience financial outcomes that are are better than their wage

alternative. Furthermore, these individuals appear to save more and do not trade off this

increased average consumption with increased uncertainty. There is also no noticeable

lifetime cost to trying self-employment, even for those who fail. Despite this, given

the longer work hours of the self-employed, the impact of self-employment on utility is

unclear. One thing however is clear, the importance of financial returns can no longer

be overlooked when evaluating the decision to persist in self-employment.

The vast difference between reported income and consumption amongst the

self-employed should lead to further thought on the welfare effects of entrepreneurship.

Is consumption for the self-employed being subsidized, and are the positive externalities

generated by them sufficient to justify this? The lifetime cost to being a failed

entrepreneur does not seem empirically high. What feature of the legal system

(bankruptcy laws etc) enables this, and does this induce a higher than optimal level

of entry into entrepreneurship? Alternatively, given the high degree of uncertainty new

businesses face, is this the correct amount of entry? While this paper does not go into

welfare analysis of any sort, the results presented urge more careful thinking about such

issues.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section, 1.2, details my

main hypothesis, that reported income may not be a good measure of the returns to

self-employment. Section 2.2 describes the data and provides some summary statistics

that characterize the environment of the self-employed. In section 2.4 I outline my

estimation strategy and discuss the empirical findings. Section ?? drafts possible future

extensions and lastly, section 1.5 summarizes the findings and concludes.
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1.2 New Hypothesis

The new hypothesis detailed in this section documents the various avenues for

financial gains in self-employment that are not fully captured by reported income. This

hypothesis is broken into four subcomponents; tax evasion, different forms of income,

reclassification of employment and human capital accumulation. Tax evasion is simply

the phenomenon of understating income to avoid tax payments, while the use of different

forms of income is more subtle yet still unlikely to appear as self-employment earnings

in survey data. Reclassification of employment occurs when exceptional entrepreneurs

become classified as wage-employed or retire. Human capital accumulation refers to the

possibility of gaining skills, even from failed entrepreneurial ventures, that may result in

increases in productivity and earnings in post self-employment wage work. These four

thus far unobserved avenues for financial returns to self-employment render reported

earnings a less effectual measure of the true monetary returns to entrepreneurship.

Each component of the hypothesis is described thoroughly below and section 1.2.5

expounds on how using consumption captures these additional avenues for gains that

elude reported income.

1.2.1 Tax Evasion

As documented in Andreoni et al. (1998) and Slemrod (2007), reported income

is not a good measure of the true financial returns to self-employment due to the

different avenues for reporting, or lack thereof, available to the self-employed but not

the wage employed. The self-employed have a greater degree of discretion than the

wage employed in where and whether to report income and expenses. So long as tax

rates on earnings are positive, business owners have an incentive to underreport their

business income. Andreoni et al. (1998) find that taxpayers who have derived income

from farms or sole proprietorships tend to understate their taxes by considerably more

than other taxpayers. They find using 1985 US data that sole-proprietors are likely to

understate taxes between between 16 and 39 percent, depending on occupation. More
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recent evidence from Slemrod (2007) corroborates this finding and provides evidence

on the different avenues of underreporting that comprises the 2001 tax gap. Slemrod

reports that wage income is underreported by 1 percent, while business income is

underreported by between 18 and 57 percent,4depending on the business classification,

with non-farm proprietor income having both the largest tax gap and the highest rate

of underreporting. A final piece of evidence from Engstrom and Holmlund (2009), is

that income underreporting by the self-employed in Sweden runs at about 30 percent.

This suggests that measuring the returns to self-employment using earnings alone may

underestimate the true financial returns to self-employment, not only in the US, but in

other countries as well.

The paragraph above highlights that income underreporting is endemic to

self-employment. As such it would seem natural that individuals, on average, would

make their decisions to enter and stay on in self-employment taking into consideration

these true financial returns, not just what is reported to the IRS. When using any reported

income statistic, the empirical researcher most likely only observes the latter.

1.2.2 Different Forms of Income

Another source of mis-measurement arises since the self-employed have the

ability to pay themselves in different, less easily quantifiable forms. For example, an

entrepreneur can pay himself both a salary and shares in the firm. Even if reported

earnings include these shares, which is unclear, the entrepreneur has an incentive to

undervalue them. In particular, the declared value of these shares is taxed as ordinary

income, whereas subsequent increases in the value of these shares are taxed as capital

gains. Both founders and employees have an incentive to declare a virtually zero value

for the firm due to the significant difference between income and capital gains tax

rates. Capital gains taxes, currently a flat rate of 15 percent, are substantially lower

than income taxes. Furthermore, there are special capital gains provisions for small

4Excluding farm businesses.
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businesses with capital gains taxed at half of the standard rate but capital losses treated

as ordinary losses that become fully deductible up to a reasonably high limit. Given

that valuing these small firms can be cumbersome, these declared values are rarely

challenged by tax authorities.

This difference in tax incentives combined with the self-employed business

owner’s ability to pay herself in firm shares can lead to underestimation in the following

manner. Individuals can hold on to their assets for as long as they want without having

any binding timeframe that requires them to cash in their stocks. As such, all firm

owners have the incentive to pay themselves in shares and declare a low value of the

firm, therefore minimizing the current amount of income tax paid on earnings. The firm

can then appreciate in the future, and the self-employed individual only has to pay the

lower capital gains tax on the appreciated amount.

In addition to the use of undervalued stocks, business owners may also receive

income through dividends, interest, annuities, rents and royalties. These various

different forms of income are also known as investment incomes and are not imputed

into a business owner’s salary income. To the extent that these alternative forms of

compensation are not confidently identified as business income in the PSID, or any

survey data for that matter, we will err on the side of underestimation when evaluating

the returns to entrepreneurship.

Note that the premise here is different from that on tax evasion. Having access

to different compensation mechanisms is independent of whether or not individuals

deliberately underreport earnings. In fact, much of the income discussed in this

section is indeed reported on tax returns, but not in a way that shows up as easily as

self-employment income. Particularly, if the firm incorporates, then much of the return

can take the form of dividends and capital gains. Regardless, the firm has the ability

and incentive to pay rent or royalties to their employees and founders rather than wages.

Once again, any income statistic we observe may be an underestimate. If an individual

cannot be tracked for a long enough time and/or we cannot with confidence parse out the

origin of their non-wage income, as empirical researchers we may never fully observe
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and correctly classify these additional avenues for financial gains. Most datasets, even

long panel surveys like the PSID may not track individuals for a sufficiently large

number of years to enable us to qualify all financial gains from self-employment as

such. Furthermore asset returns in this dataset are for the most part agglomerated across

all sources, be it business or personal assets. Since we may not be able to confidently

identify the provenance of the income source, it then becomes difficult to consider these

returns as business income.

1.2.3 Reclassification of employment type

A third source of mis-measurement emerges when firms that perform

particularly well, get bought out, merge with other firms, or become publicly listed.

When this happens, the successful entrepreneurs who founded these firms may no longer

appear in the data as self-employed. Instead they take on job titles such as CEO, director

or board member. This results in them being reclassified as wage-employed in the

data after some time. When evaluating the longer term returns to self-employment,

this could lead to underestimation since the most successful self-employed individuals

are those who are most likely to be reclassified as wage-employees so as to ensure

accountability to either shareholders, or firm partners. Some entrepreneurs may even

choose to retire (or receive a “golden parachute” if bought out) upon realizing high

levels of success. Whether an individual is reclassified as wage-employed or retires as

a result of entrepreneurial success, the financial return they reap will be missed in the

empirics, especially if a lump sum payout occurs upon the sale or public listing of the

firm at which point these individuals no longer appear as self-employed in the data.

While this may not impact the vast majority of small businesses, the omitted financial

returns may be sufficiently high as to create an important downward bias in the return.
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1.2.4 Human Capital Accumulation

A fourth issue to consider when using observed income in self-employment to

measure the returns to entrepreneurship is that these returns do not necessarily have to

show up only in those periods when an individual is self-employed. It is conceivable

that individuals gain some skills when they run their own business even if the venture

eventually fails. Wage-workers are generally subject to performing specific tasks while

the self-employed, in order to run all aspects of their businesses have to multi-task.

Scenario 1: Take an accountant working for a wage at a firm who only needs to have

expertise in the specific tasks she is required to perform. When this same individual

owns her own accounting business instead, she has to acquire (or at least be exposed

to) the various different managerial and organizational skills that are necessary to run

the firm. Even if the business were to go bust, the individual is still in possession of

the multi-faceted skills she had picked up. As such, the wage-employee who attempts

entrepreneurial activity becomes a “jack-of-all-trades” (Lazear, 2004). Upon returning

to wage-employment, these new skills in addition to those she originally had could cause

her marginal productivity to be different, presumably higher all else equal. Scenario

2: In this case individuals may already posses multi-faceted capabilities and enter

self-employment simply to signal to future employers that they are able to or are at least

familiar with managing a business which will hopefully alter their wage path. 5 This

effect changes the true return to self-employment to a more lasting one that survives

beyond one’s tenure in self-employment. This argument is akin to that of investment in

education so as to boost future employment returns. If in fact this is the case, and ever

having entered self-employment influences future wage outcomes positively then one

need not be much less risk averse to justify entry into self-employment.

The PSID tracks individuals for a sufficiently long period of time such that

the impact of self-employment on their post self-employment wage outcomes can be

assessed. Given that 20 percent of individuals enter self employment at some point,6

5See Landier (2005) for a discussion on how this signal differs across countries.
6Refer to section 2.2 for evidence from the PSID.
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most of whom then leave within 3 years, it stands to reason that some human capital

could be accumulated in the process.

1.2.5 Using Consumption

The estimation strategy I propose involves using consumption instead of reported

income to capture the financial returns to self-employment. While income suffers

from the various problems described above, using consumption to a large degree

circumvents these issues. There is no incentive for individuals to systematically

misreport consumption (Meyer and Sullivan, 2003) , particularly for survey purposes.

Income on the other hand is more likely to simply reflect the returns reported for

tax purposes, and as explained above, these incentives align with underreporting.

Furthermore, if any of the less immediate financial gains are anticipated, they will

manifest in current consumption. Given that business returns are rarely realised

instantaneously, using consumption, a measure that captures expected future earnings

as well, will provide a more accurate assessment of the returns to self-employment.

Having said this, one has to be careful with the interpretation of observed

outcomes when using consumption. Particularly, one must be cautious in the way in

which returns are attributed to self-employment when consumption is the surrogate

for financial returns. When an individual decides to start her own business, she may

face credit constraints. These constraints could lead to low initial consumption as she

cuts current consumption so as to finance the venture, and then subsequently to growth

in consumption as these constraints are relieved when the business grows. Another

concern arises precisely as a byproduct of tax incentives. Individuals may decide to take

advantage of the deductibility of consumption goods which could potentially lead to an

increased level of consumption in self-employment.

The PSID contains information on savings and debt, which can be used to

address the issue on credit constraints. Identifying the retiming of consumption is

however much trickier. For now, the results should be interpreted bearing in mind this
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possibility.

1.3 Data

This section provides a description of both the cross sectional and longitudinal

environment of self-employment. I use data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics

(PSID) to address each of my hypotheses. The PSID is a dynamic longitudinal database

that tracks a nationally representative sample of individuals and families across time

from 1968 - 2010. Between 1968 and 1996, surveys were conducted annually and

then biennially after. This dataset contains vast amounts of economic and demographic

data, and detailed information on income sources and amounts, employment, family

composition changes, and residential location. The longitudinal nature of the data and

the availability of a wide variety of income and employment information renders this

dataset ideal for addressing the hypotheses outlined above. The unit of observation

for wage and employment variables is at the individual level. Specifically the current

analysis only uses household heads since the data on employment and income variables

are far more detailed, and therefore useful, for this subset of individuals. Consumption

is measured at the household level since this is the level at which it is available for most

of the panel. 7 In this paper, I limit the study to household heads8 between the ages of 18

and 62 9 who are not employed in agriculture or mining 10. Individuals are classified as

being “self-employed ” if they report only working for themselves in any given period.11

7In studying occupational choice with respect to tolerance towards risk, Rosen and Willen (2002) find
using the PSID that results don’t change substantively when using the income of just the household head
versus that of the entire family, showing that results are not very sensitive to changes in the definition of
income.

8I include both male and female heads.
9Sixty two is the minimum retirement age at which individuals can draw on social security, which may

alter their behavior, particularly with regards the decision to be self-employed.
10Since these two industries face too many outside government incentives, these individuals may not

be representative of the true decision making process.
11In the analysis thus far, I do not treat individuals who report being both self and wage employed

specially. Thus, in comparing wage and self-employment these individuals are treated as if they are
wage-employed. I.e. in regressions, when the self-employed take on a dummy value of 1, both
the wage-employed and the wage and self-employed take on values of 0. Slightly over 1 percent of
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1.3.1 Summary Statistics

The final sample of interest includes 23142 unique individuals of whom 4261

have ever been self employed. Each individual appears in the data for an average of 17

years. About 19 percent of the sample has engaged in self-employment at some point in

the course of being surveyed by the PSID. These individuals spend on average 6 years

in self employment with the majority appearing as self-employed for 3 years or less.

About 11 percent of these individuals who have ever been self employed 12 remain in

self-employment for 10 years or more.

Description of the cross section

Table 1.1 provides some productivity and demographic characteristics

describing the cross sectional environment of self versus wage employment in both 1984

and 2005. The characteristics displayed are very similar to those found in Hamilton

2000 13 Specifically, the self-employed have a higher average level of potential labor

market experience, 14 more likely to be white and more likely to be married than

wage-employees. A few aspects to note comparing data from 2005 and 1984, are that 15

the self-employed are no longer better educated than the wage employed, the proportion

of women and non-white individuals in self-employment has increased and finally, job

tenures across all employment types have decreased.16 This indicates that the nature of

self-employment and the demographic it appeals to has changed over time.

observations enter this category and 5 percent of individuals have ever been in this category.
12i.e. of the 19 percent who ever try self-employment. This amounts to 470 individuals.
13Particularly, comparing the summary statistics from the PSID in 1984 yields very similar averages to

those in Hamilton 2000. This is intended to show that results are not data driven since both datasets, the
SIPP, which Hamilton uses and the PSID used in this paper, display very similar characteristics.

14This could simply imply that they are older on average since experience is constructed as the
difference between age and years of schooling.

15Compare the 2005 summary statistics to the 1984 summary statistics in Table 1
16This comes as no surprise; it is commonly known that people switch jobs more frequently now than

they did in the past.
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Description of the panel

The longitudinal characteristics of the self-employed have been less thoroughly

explored in the literature due to the lack of data. Here, I provide some summary

statistics that describe self-employment in a panel setting. Table 1.2 provides the same

productivity and demographic characteristics as those in table 1.1, but this time for

individuals who have ever attempted self-employment, and compares this to those who

have never entered self-employment but have appeared as wage workers. Recall that

close to 20 percent of the sample ever attempts self-employment while only about 10

percent are self-employed at any given time. The data shows that individuals who ever

become self-employed are more likely to be white, married and male. The education

and experience differentials that are observed in the cross section no longer appear. The

difference in education observed in the cross section but not the panel implies that, of

all individuals to try self-employment, the better educated ones are those who persist.

The same logic applies for experience. These two observations loosely indicate that

entrepreneurial success, at least in terms of survival, are positively correlated with both

education and experience.17

Table 1.3 provides a breakdown of time spent in self-employment for those who

ever make the attempt. A majority of the sample of self-employed (68 percent) spends

three years or less in self employment, while 25 percent spend five years or more and

11 percent spend over 10 years in self-employment. Other notable features18 are that

individuals who have ever been self-employed hold a larger number of jobs (5.3 vs 3.8)

over their tenure in the PSID than those who have only ever tried wage-employment.

The self-employed also report working a higher number of hours on average than the

wage-employed; 2312 hours versus 2010 hours annually.19

17This does not come as a huge surprise, especially given what we know about traditional determinants
of success in the labor market. However, entrepreneurs are often viewed as a different class of
labor market participant, and these observations indicate that at least on these two margins, standard
determinants of labor market success do apply. However, this also shows that individuals across the
spectrum of demographic characteristics are willing to make the attempt.

18These are not included in tables.
19This is 45 hours for the self-employed vs 38.5 hours for the wage-employed weekly.
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Table 1.4 describes the transition probabilities, thus showing the dynamics that

govern entry into and exit out of self-employment. Individuals who are wage-employed

in any given period are the least likely to enter self employment the next period, with

a transition probability of 2.28 percent. Individuals who are either unemployed or not

in the labor force have a 3.3 percent likelihood of engaging in self-employment in the

following period, while individuals who are already self employed have a 73 percent

probability of staying on. Those individuals who are both simultaneously self and

wage employed in a given period have a 26 percent likelihood of moving fully into

self-employment in the next period.

Re-establishing the puzzle with the PSID data

Figure 1.1 below provides a graphical depiction of the puzzle that motivates

this paper. This figure shows the distribution of hourly wages for the wage and

self-employed. Note that the self-employment wage distribution is centered to

the left of that for wage-employment and is more positively skewed. Using a

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the differences in the distributions, I find that the

self-employment hourly earnings distribution is significantly different (smaller) at the

1 percent level than that for the wage-employed. This figure re-establishes the puzzle

that majority of those in self-employment earn less than what would seemingly be the

available alternative in wage employment. 20

20I do not include the graphs depicting the distribution of returns across the two employment types
for 2005, but a very similar pattern is observed and this difference is also statistically significant at the 1
percent level.
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1.4 Empirical estimations and results

1.4.1 Estimating the returns to self-employment using consumption

The hypothesis on tax evasion and different forms of income described in section

1.2 implies that we have to look to avenues other than reported earnings, or even firm

profit for that matter, to be able to document the financial returns to self-employment.

I propose using consumption instead of reported earnings to evaluate these returns. I

justify the use of consumption as a reflection of current income since according to the

permanent income hypothesis, current consumption is a reflection of contemporaneous

income and expected future income (Friedman, 1957; Hall, 1978). New information

about future incomes that arise during entry into self-employment shows up both as

unexpected changes in income and consumption. The change in consumption should

theoretically equal some fraction of the present value of the change in future income,

and will be equal to the change in current income only when this change is permanent.

Therefore, measurement aside, income and consumption measure the same thing, but in

different ways. 21 With regards to survey reporting, it is fairly reasonable to assume that

methods used to underreport income for tax purposes will lead to an underreporting for

purposes of the survey. There is however no such incentive to underreport consumption

in the survey.22 23 Therefore, the distinction between the two is based on measurement

per se.

In light of hypothesis 1.2 what should we expect to empirically observe? In the

21One qualification: if the loss in income during self employment was anticipated, then consumption
was already lower prior to self-employment, and remains lower on entry to self-employment even
though earnings in fact fall with self-employment. The two measure the same thing only if entry into
self-employment was unanticipated, occurring in response to some flash of insight about a potential new
business.

22Issues of recall may be an issue, but so long as this isn’t a systematic problem amongst the
self-employed in a way that is different from that for the wage-employed, this is not of great concern.

23However, there still exists the possibility that consumption for the self-employed may occur in
part through business expenses. For example, transport charges, food consumed during work hours,
conferences in resorts etc are not reported as personal expenses, but rather as business expenses. This
then leads to an understatement of consumption for the self-employed.
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absence of credit constraints, 24 and only accounting for unobservable income sources,

we expect to see the income difference between the wage and the self employed shrink

when using consumption rather than income. Specifically, given that individuals have

to sink some of their own wealth into their personal businesses, we could in effect see

an initial dip in consumption upon entry into self-employment and then a faster growth

rate in consumption that follows. Furthermore, in each year while self-employed, one

learns that one’s business hasn’t failed, leading to positive news and an increase in

consumption.

Estimation Strategy

Regression 1: Regression to estimate the impact of being self-employed on

reported income.

log(Iit) = Ai +Bt +β1SEit +β2TimeSEit ∗SEit +β3Xit + εit (1.1)

where,

Ii,t is a measure of financial income which could be hourly wage, yearly labor

income etc for individual i at time t. SEi,t is a dummy that takes on the value 1

if individual i is self employed at time t, TimeSEi,t ∗ SEi,t is the interaction between

being in self-employment and current tenure in self-employment and Xi,t are controls

for experience, experience squared, education, race, marital status, spouse income and

family composition. This regression can be run both on the entire dataset interpreting

results as that from a cross section, and accounting for individual fixed effects.

Regression 2: Regression to estimate the impact of being self-employed on

observed consumption.

24Or rather, in the absence of extreme credit constraints such that business owners can only draw
on savings and current earnings rather than being able to access some of the expected future returns.
However, even so, if you expect your venture to succeed, you may be willing to fully dis-save in
anticipation of the high future returns.
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log(Cit) = Ai +Bt + γ1SEit + γ2TimeSEit ∗SEit + γ3Xit +uit (1.2)

where the only difference is the dependent variable, which in this case is

Cit , consumption. Once again, this regression can be run both on the entire dataset

interpreting results as that from a cross section, and accounting for individual fixed

effects.

The PSID provides a very limited number of variables to measure consumption.

Data on consumption is more complete from 1999 onward. However, only a few

variables, such as food consumption at home and away, rent, imputed rent, utilities and

vehicle purchases are available for the majority of the dataset. In order to exploit the

maximal number of years possible, I measure consumption a la Skinner (1987), where

consumption is a linear combination of food expenditures (at home and away), rent,

utilities, vehicle purchases and housing value. In his paper, these inputs explain over

70 percent of variation in consumption. In his 1987 piece, Skinner provides a simple

technique to assign a measure of total consumption to households using the limited

available consumption components in the PSID. He regresses the different components

from the PSID on total consumption from the Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CEX)

and estimates weights that allow the variables available in the PSID to predict true total

consumption. These estimates are stable over time and explain up to 78 percent of the

total variance in consumption. Guo (2010) repeats Skinner’s exercise for the years 1980

- 2003 and finds that the original variables continue to be relevant. In addition he finds

that more than 80 percent of the variance in total non-durable consumption is sufficiently

explained by three expenditure components (food, utilities, and transportation), and that

the estimated coefficients as well as predicative power are highly stable for this period.
25 In this paper I use the most generalized version of consumption that would enable me

to have the largest number of observations. This measure of consumption includes the

25This version of the results uses Skinner’s 1987 weights for the entire dataset. In future versions, I will
use Guo’s updated weights for each individual year so as to ensure that the results are robust to changes
in weights across time. Guo’s measure takes out the durable goods that suffer from being lumpy in terms
of entering expenditures, and only focuses on the non-durables.
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value of food eaten at home and away, rent and imputed rent. I also perform robustness

checks using various combinations, from the most basic measure of consumption, food

expenses, to all other combinations proposed in Skinner (1987) that include utilities and

vehicle purchases.

The β1 coefficient in equation 1.1 is interpreted as the percent difference in

earned income when self-employed as compared to that in wage employment, while

the γ1 coefficient in equation 1.2 is interpreted as the percent difference in consumption

in self-employment versus wage employment. When estimated using fixed effects, the

difference between these two coefficients, β1 and γ1 shows the extent of the discrepancy

between reported earnings and true financial well being as reflected by consumption. In

interpreting these coefficients, one should bear in mind that there will be selection on

various margins, both positive and negative that determine who leaves and who stays on

in self-employment.

These tests are run on both the pooled sample and controlling for individual

fixed-effects.

Exploiting consumption further

Using consumption not only resolves the immediate issues that arise as a result of

inaccurate reporting, and difficulties in identifying wage sources for the self-employed.

In looking at long run changes in consumption following initial entry, many of the less

immediate returns to self-employment can be captured. For example, when one becomes

reclassified due to entrepreneurial success as described in 1.2.3, even if these returns

are realised after the event, consumption ex-post reclassification should reflect these

increases. In the same vein, human capital accumulation should also be reflected in

changes in consumption after initial entry into self-employment. One could also argue

that the marginal cost of consumption in self-employment is lower since there is ample

room to reclassify consumption as deductible business expenses and pay less taxes, in

effect inducing the retiming of consumption to periods in self-employment. Assuming

that these business expenses are nonetheless reported as consumption, these dynamics
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will also be captured by accounting for all future periods and not just the periods spent

in self-employment.

The estimation strategy described below will capture the aggregate impact of

all the possible longer term implications of self-employment including those described

above:

log(Cit) = Ai +Bt +φ1ASEit +φ2Xit + vit (1.3)

where ASE is a dummy variable that takes on the value 1 in all periods after

initial entry into self-employment. The coefficient φ1 aggregates the impact of ever

having entered self employment including those periods in self-employment and those

periods after.

Results

The intuition of the findings are nicely conveyed by comparing the distributions

presented in figures 1.1 and 1.2. The earnings distribution for the self-employed

is to the left of that for the wage employed (albeit more positivly skewed), while

the consumption distribution for the self-employed is to the right of that for the

wage employed. The self-employed and wage-employed distributions are significantly

different for both income and consumption. In performing a Kolmogorov Smirnov

test for the difference in distributions, I find that the wage employment distribution of

earnings is significantly different and greater than that of the self-employed, while the

self-employment distribution of consumption is significantly different and greater than

that of the wage-employed.26

Table 1.5 reports results for the regressions using hourly wage as the dependent

variable, while table 1.6 reports results for the regressions which use consumption

as the dependent variable. In a fixed effect setting I confirm Hamilton’s finding

that the self-employed earn less than the wage employed. Specifically, controlling

26Significance is measured at the 1 percent level.
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for unobserved individual characteristics and using reported wages as the measure of

financial returns I find that individuals earn 27 percent less in self-employment than

they do in wage employment. When I use consumption instead of income, I find that the

self-employed consume 5 percent more in self-employment than in wage-employment.

These results are highly significant, both economically and statistically (at the 1 percent

level).27 Comparing the results from these two tables resolves the enigma surrounding

the decision that the self-employed make to remain so.

These results also provide more insight into self-employment returns than

simply pointing out that they are higher. Referring to column 3 in table 1.6 I find

that consumption in self-employment per se is not statistically different, but with

each additional year of being self-employed, individuals consume 1.14 percent more,

implying that in the 10th year of self-employment, one consumes over 11 percent more.

If we were to simply look at reported income, we would believe that this same individual

is financially worse off, earning 28 percent less. 28 The finding that consumption doesn’t

drop initially provides evidence that individuals are either eating into their savings when

they start off in self-employment or that they have access to liquidity. This is particularly

interesting since we would expect that they sink some capital into the business at least

initially and therefore forgo some consumption early on. Robustness checks in table

1.13 show that the results persist across different definitions of consumption.29 This

finding indicates that we can no longer underestimate the importance of financial returns

when evaluating an individual’s choice to become and remain self-employed.

27In comparing regressions from tables 1.5 and 1.6, one will notice that the latter has substantially fewer
observations. This is due to the addition of spouse’s wage in the consumption regressions. Controlling for
spouse’s income is intended to avoid one possible source of overestimation since spouses may work more
in times when the business is doing badly. Another motivation for including spouse’s income is that high
spouse income could compensate for low self-employment income in general, and it is this which enables
the increased household consumption. Therefore, to ensure that this isn’t driving any of the results, I
include spouse’s wage in column 4 of table 1.5. I find that the results don’t change.

28This finding in the wage regressions, that self-employment earnings do not increase with tenure
implies that individuals increasingly hide income with time in self-employment seeing how their
consumption is growing.

29In the case where I just use the simple sum of food consumed at home and away, the result is
not significant, even at the 10 percent level. However, the coefficient is still positive and economically
significant and just barely fails the significance test (p-value of 0.15).
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In comparing the OLS and FE coefficients (column 4 vs column 3 of table 1.6) it

is clear that wealth is a determinant of entry into self-employment. The self-employed

consume 6 percent more controlling for tenure, and with each additional year consume

1.5 percent more. Column 2 of table 1.6 shows that those who stay in self-employment

longer altogether also consume more. The coefficients on “current tenure in SE” and

“total tenure in SE” 30 are both positive and significant in the consumption regressions.

Including either of these terms results in the insignificance of the self-employment

dummy. This says that the gains from self-employment generally accrue over time

in self-employment and that the returns to remaining self-employed increase in time

(conditional on realizing that your venture will succeed, which over 60 percent of

individuals find is not the case, since we observe that they leave within 3 years).

Given that the consumption bundle used comprises fairly rudimentary goods

(albeit weighted to be representative of total consumption), it can be argued that these

estimates if anything provide a lower bound for the true consumption difference since

we are not including any luxury goods. 31

Mechanically linking income and consumption

Given the findings above, what then can we take from any income statistic

for the self-employed? Is it simply noise? Or can we at least tell that reporting a

higher income is meaningful in terms of indicating success? The regressions in table

30“Current tenure in SE" refers to the current year in self-employment i.e. in the first year this takes on
a value of 1, in the second year 2 and so on. “Total tenure in SE" refers to the total number of years an
individual spends in self-employment while in the sample interacted with being self-employed.

31However, this requires that the self-employed are not giving up standard goods that come bundled
with most types of wage-employment such as insurance and pension plans, which is not clear. If anything
it would seem that these two items would be more likely bundled in wage employment. Another
possibility is that the self-employed even prior to becoming so have different preferences and value
more immediate consumption goods higher than less tangible goods like pension plans and insurance
that generally come with wage-employment. If this were the case, I would be over-estimating the impact
that self-employment has on consumption. Rather, I would just be able to show that given these differing
preferences, the self-employed are better off since they are able to now consume more of what they
weight heavily, rather than more of everything. In order to be able to clearly document the differences
in the components of consumption that differ between the wage and self employed, I will exploit the
Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) in future versions.
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1.7 show that higher reported income for the self-employed correlates positively with

higher consumption. This implies that the ordinality of reported income generally

corresponds with entrepreneurial success since this is reflected in consumption. The

coefficient on the variable of interest, “Annual Income” is interpreted as the elasticity

of consumption with respect to income since both income and consumption are log

transformed. Columns 1 and 3 run fixed effects estimations on just the self-employed

while columns 2 and 4 show results for the wage-employed. A 1 percent change in

income for the self-employed corresponds to a 0.06 percent change in consumption,

while a 1 percent change in income for the wage employed corresponds to a 0.1

percentage change in consumption. This says that consumption is more responsive to

reported income for the wage-employed. This coefficient should not be interpreted too

seriously. For one, elasticity is defined at a point and given income underreporting,

it is unclear how much less elastic consumption is to income for the self-employed.32

In addition, the correlation between consumption and wage depends on the degree to

which fluctuations in wage reflect permanent versus transitory changes. If fluctuations

are completely transitory, then the correlation should be zero, whereas this should be

one if they are permanent. It is reasonable to assume that self-employment income can

have more transitory shocks and that this is what is being picked up.

The take home from this portion should simply be that the income statistic

observed for the self-employed is not completely ad-hoc and that those individuals who

do better report earning more.

Variance of consumption

While showing that mean consumption is higher in self-employment makes

some sense of the decision to enter into self-employment, this still says nothing about

the true returns we care about; that of individual welfare and utility. If individuals are

32Many factors will influence the interpretation. The shape of the engel curve, whether this is the same
for the wage and self-employed and the extent of underreporting, i.e. is the observation of a $1 actually
representative of a $1.50? The degree of responsiveness for the self-employed depends on the degree of
misreporting.
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risk averse and the variance in consumption is higher, then it is not clear that individuals

are better off being self-employed. This section of the paper looks at how the variance

of consumption differs for the self-employed and whether this is resolved with time

in self-employment. The estimation involves regressing the squared residuals from

the original consumption regression on self-employment, time in self-employment and

other controls. Specifically, I use the residuals obtained from equation 1.2 to estimate

the conditional heteroskadasticity with the following specification:

uit
2 = Ai +Bt +θ1SEit +θ2SEit/Tenureit +θ3Xit +ηit (1.4)

where uit
2 is the squared residual obtained from the estimation in equation

1.2 and SEit/Tenureit is intended to capture the resolution of variance with time in

self-employment.

The results from table 1.8 show that being in self-employment does not

significantly impact the variance of consumption. The coefficients of interest are not

significant even at the 10 percent level. Once again however, it should be noted that this

difference is only identified off those who have switched from wage to self employment

at some point. However, despite the statistical insignificance, the result in column 2

of table 1.8 reveals a positive coefficient in the earlier years of self-employment and a

resolution of this risk over time. These interpretations of the results are to be taken with

a grain of salt due to the lack of significance. Regardless, the results indicate that the

self-employed do not suffer from a greater degree of unpredictability in consumption.

This observation combined with the previous finding that the self-employed consume

more alludes to the fact that they in fact are better off, not just in terms of average

financial returns, but in utility terms as well.

A further implication of this result relates to the findings of Moskowitz and

Vissing-Jørgensen (2002). In their paper, the authors document that entrepreneurial

investment is highly concentrated despite a seemingly worse risk-return tradeoff. The

results in this paper, that mean consumption is higher at no expense in terms of
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uncertainty indicate that perhaps the risk return tradeoff is not quite so abysmal.

Business owners have private information on their true business earnings and the

riskiness of their ventures. This knowledge will manifest in their consumption decisions.

Rather than looking at the cross sectional distribution of returns to private and public

equity as in Moskowitz and Vissing-Jørgensen (2002), this paper uses longitudinal data

and consumption to capture the true returns to self-employment (which includes the

returns from private equity). The results here suggest re-thinking the private equity

premium puzzle described in Moskowitz and Vissing-Jørgensen (2002), where the

average private equity returns are not significantly higher than the market return, but

the variance is.

Savings

Despite consuming more without any increase in uncertainty, we still cannot

definitively claim that the self-employed are in fact financially better off. The

self-employed may have different preferences that lead them to draw on their savings so

as to finance an increase in consumption. In this section I test to see if the self-employed

are simply substituting savings for consumption. Here I employ a cross sectional

variable, “Active Savings” 33 created within the PSID. 34 This is a variable that computes

the change in total wealth between 1984 and 1989. The estimating equations are:

4Wealthi = β0 +β1SEi +β2TenureSEi +β3Xi + εi (1.5)

estimated using both OLS and quantile regressions

4Wealthi = γ0 + γ1MoveIni +β2MoveOuti + γ3Xi + εi (1.6)

33This variable is created within the PSID by subtracting wealth in 1984 from wealth in 1989. Wealth is
defined as the sum of housing value, private annuities, real estate, repairs/additions to real estate, amount
invested in the business, stocks purchased, assets removed by movers, equity in real estate, equity in
business, value of stocks.

34Equity in the business and the value of the business enters this measure of savings. In future versions,
savings will be disaggregated by each individual component so as to provide a better sense of the results.
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where4Wealthi refers to the change in wealth between 1984 and 1989, SEi is a

self-employment indicator in 1989, TenureSEi is the number of years self-employed in

1989, MoveIni and MoveOuti are indicator variables that respectively take on values of

1 when individuals move in / out of self-employment between 1984 and 1989. Controls

include experience, experience squared, education, spouse’s wage, family size and race.

The results from table 1.9 show that the net change in wealth between 1984

and 1989 is greater (positive) for the self-employed than the wage employed. This

result holds for all specifications. Column 1 of table 1.9 shows that in the OLS

specification the change in wealth for the self-employed is $52146 greater then that for

the wage-employed. Since the distribution of savings is positively skewed it is useful to

run quantile estimations as a robustness check for the OLS finding. In all three quartiles,

the change in savings is more positive for the self employed than the wage employed.

In addition, the coefficient on the “current tenure” variable is positive, indicating that

changes in wealth are greater (positive) for individuals who have been self-employed

longer. Note that in the quantile estimation, these findings are only significant for the

50th and 75th quartiles. The last column in 1.9 shows that individuals who move into

self-employment between 1984 and 1989 experience a net increase in wealth while those

who move out of self-employment experience a net loss in wealth.

At present, the savings results rely solely on the cross sectional change in

savings between 1984 and 1989. It is not clear that self-employment causes this

increase in wealth. It could well be the case that an increase in wealth causes entry

into self-employment which is what these regressions are picking up. Fixed effects

estimations (in future versions) will go a long way in resolving some of these concerns.

This section (loosely) shows that the self-employed do not display a preference

for consumption at the expense of saving. True earnings are the sum of consumption,

savings and taxes paid. Given the finding of higher consumption and weakly higher

savings, evidence for higher overall income amongst the self-employed is compelling.
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Hours worked and total labor income

Another issue to consider is that of using hourly wage as the unit of

measurement. The marginal return to each extra hour worked in self-employment can

be very different than the average return, especially at different stages of the firm’s

development. Furthermore, the ultimate objective is to evaluate if utility is higher in

self-employment. If in self-employment, financial returns are lower and hours worked

are higher, then we have evidence that utility is certainly lower. 35 On the other

hand, if both the hours worked and the financial returns are less in self-employment,

it then becomes less clear as to how this impacts utility. Low hours could either be a

response to the low marginal wage rate or a reflection of one’s preference for flexibility.

A third possibility is that hours worked are higher and financial returns are higher.

Here, individuals could be working more because the cost of forgone leisure is lower

or because the marginal wage rate is higher. Again, the implications for well-being are

unclear.

Regardless, it is vital to at least understand which of the three possibilities holds

empirically, before we can proceed to evaluate the returns to self-employment.

Instead of using hourly wage as is commonly used, here I use total annual labor

income so as to account for the possibility that returns in self employment are not linear

in hours worked. The regression results in table 1.11 show that the total labor income

of the self-employed is in fact underestimated by the hourly wage, implying in turn

that the hours worked by the self-employed are greater. The regressions show that the

self employed earn 21 percent less when I use annual labor income versus 27 percent

less when I use hourly wage. Furthermore, tenure in self-employment enters positively

and significantly indicating that annual income increases with each extra year in self

employment, while hourly wage hardly changes.

These observations naturally lead to looking at the differences in the hours

worked by the self-employed. Table 1.12 provides the estimation results of the

35Unless of course the non-pecuniary returns are so high that this is compensated for.
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specification below:

Hoursit = Ai +Bt +δ1SEit +δ2TimeSEit ∗SEit +δ3Xit +νit (1.7)

where Hoursit measures annual hours worked by individual i at time t.

The fixed effects regressions show that individuals work on average 137.7

hours more per year in self-employment. The second column of table 1.11 shows

that individuals who stay in self-employment longer (i.e. overall time spent in

self-employment), work more. Column 3 provides no evidence that the hours worked

decreases with each additional year in self-employment. A few interesting insights

from these results are firstly, it seems that in order to succeed as an entrepreneur,

one has to be more hardworking.36 Secondly, this provides some evidence that there

do exist non pecuniary returns to self-employment since this would imply they work

between 6 and 7 percent more per annum. Therefore the returns to self employment

not only include financial gains, but possibly added non-pecuniary benefits. Thirdly, the

choice of working longer hours could imply higher marginal returns to hours worked in

self-employment, indicating that the nature of the work and returns to hours worked

across the two employment types are different. Finally, the combination of higher

consumption and higher hours worked in self-employment has implications for agency

problems in labor markets. The self-employed may be willing to work more since they

get to fully internalize the returns to their effort.

1.4.2 The self-employed before and after entry

All the findings so far can be made more meaningful by understanding how these

self-employed individuals looked before entering and how they look after they leave. 37

Table 1.10 describes the consumption patterns of the self-employed before they enter

36One caveat is that it is possible that those who do better think they work more and hence report higher
hours. In fact, for the most part, the self-employed have full discretion in determining what constitutes a
work hour. The results should be interpreted bearing this in mind.

37Refer to section 1.4.1 for the discussion.
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self-employment, after they enter self-employment and after they leave self-employment

having entered at least once. The OLS regression in the fourth column shows that

individuals who ever enter self-employment consume 2 percent more even before doing

so. This finding is consistent with the conventional wisdom, that the self-employed

are wealthier. The OLS result in the fifth column shows that individuals on average

consume 7 percent more in all periods after ever having entered self-employment. This

includes periods in self-employment and periods after that if and when individuals

choose to leave. This can be contrasted to the OLS results from the consumption

regressions in columns 3 and 4 of table 1.13. Individuals while in self-employment

consume approximately 15 percent more, while as shown in table 1.10 including all

the periods beyond just those in self-employment attenuates this effect by half. This

indicates that only those individuals who are particularly successful choose to stay

on in self-employment. Thus providing further evidence that the financial gains from

self-employment do motivate individuals to stay on. The fixed effects regressions

in table 1.10 indicate that on the whole including all periods after ever entering

self-employment individuals do not display any significant difference in consumption

before or after self-employment. This is most likely driven by the fact that most people

who enter self-employment stay for under three years and that they are probably just

consuming from savings, unless they succeed and remain self-employed for a longer

period of time. The finding that there is no increase in consumption for those who

return to wage work indicates that on average, those who do well in self-employment

stay on, thus concentrating the positive returns from self-employment amongst those

who remain so.

Reclassification

Estimation strategy:

A simple way to estimate the prevalence of reclassification would be to look

at how the odds of leaving self-employment changes with consumption. Intuitively, it
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would make sense that at very low levels of consumption, the probability of leaving

self-employment is higher and that this decreases as consumption in self-employment

increases. Evidence from the previous regressions provides support for this intuition, at

least on average. If in fact, however, individuals who do particularly well get bought out

or reclassified, then we should see this probability of leaving self employment increase

beyond some high level of consumption.

Some very preliminary evidence corroborating this hypothesis is provided in

figure 1.4. This graph shows the probability of leaving self-employment as a function of

the residuals from the consumption regressions described in equation 1.2. The graph38

indicates that once the consumption residual is high enough, the probability of leaving

self-employment increases. The confidence intervals are particularly large due to the

small number of observations that the right side of this trend is being identified off.

1.4.3 Summary of findings

To summarize, individuals consume and save more in self-employment

with consumption growing at a reasonable annual rate. In addition, uncertainty

in consumption while self-employed is not significantly different than that in

wage-employment. To capture the net return to self-employment I also account for the

so-called “failures” who leave self-employment soon after entry by including all future

time periods after initial entry into self-employment and find that expected consumption

is unchanged. However, the self-employed work longer hours. While the evidence for

financial gains in self-employment is compelling, the overall impact of self-employment

on utility remains unclear.

38This graph performs a local polynomial smoothing over different ranges of the residuals from the
consumption regression. This is achieved by running local regressions of the binary outcome, staying
or leaving self-employment over small intervals of the dependent variable, in this case the consumption
residual. The coefficients of these piecewise linear estimations are then linked to form a curve.
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1.5 Conclusion

This paper sheds some new insight on the returns to self-employment. The

literature for many years now has viewed the decision to persist in self-employment

as anomalous due to the low reported income (business and labor) that are observed

for most individuals. This decision has thus far primarily been rationalized using

heterogeneity in preferences and beliefs. The main result of this paper shows that

this puzzle can be resolved by simply using a better measure of financial returns than

reported income. I find that individuals who stay on in self-employment are financially

better off and that they consume more with time in self-employment. This explains at

least in part the motivations to persist in self-employment. When evaluating the net gains

in self-employment for all individuals who ever try and not just those who succeed, I find

that consumption is about the same in both wage and self-employment. I also find that

the variance in consumption does not change, the self-employed save more and that the

hours worked annually are significantly higher in self-employment. Combining these

findings, the implications of self-employment on overall individual welfare as measured

by utility is unclear. The results indicate that while the self-employed are financially

better off, they also work more. Higher hours could either reflect more pleasant work,

or the need to respond to increasing marginal returns to time spent in self-employment.

Given the prior work suggesting that people derive happiness (or less disutility) from

their work in self-employment, this then suggests that utility increases due to tastes,

with no offsetting costs.

In view of the findings of this paper, the original puzzle of why the self-employed

choose to remain so despite the lower earnings could perhaps be flipped into one on why

more individuals don’t enter given the higher returns?
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Tables

Table 1.1: Cross Sectional Summary Statistics

1984 1984 2005 2005
Paid 
Employees

Self 
Employed

Paid 
Employees

Self 
Employed

Experience 17.46 21.23 20.34 24.15
(total years in labor force)

Tenure 10.90 13.43 5.52 6.58
(average years in each job)

HS Drop 0.16 0.16 0.10 0.11
(proportion of sample)

HS Grad 0.39 0.30 0.35 0.35
(proportion of sample)

College Drop 0.23 0.23 0.26 0.23
(proportion of sample)

College Grad 0.11 0.16 0.15 0.14
(proportion of sample)

Grad School 0.11 0.16 0.08 0.12
(proportion of sample)

Non-White 0.38 0.17 0.45 0.36
(proportion of sample)

Married 0.64 0.79 0.56 0.68
(proportion of sample)

Male 0.77 0.91 0.72 0.84
(proportion of sample)

Annual Hours Worked 1891 2190 2079 2097
(average hours worked annually)

Observations 4119 432 5654 707

Summary of  means in the cross sections, 1984 and 2005
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Table 1.2: Panel Summary Statistics

Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
Experience overall 20.2 11.3 19.0 11.9
(total years in labor force) between 11.3 12.2

within 6.2 5.3

Tenure overall 9.3 6.9 9.1 6.9
(average years in each job) between 5.1 4.8

within 2.9 2.4

HS Drop overall 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4
(proportion of sample) between 0.4 0.4

within 0.0 0.0

HS Grad overall 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.5
(proportion of sample) between 0.5 0.5

within 0.0 0.0

College Drop overall 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.4
(proportion of sample) between 0.4 0.4

within 0.0 0.0

College Grad overall 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3
(proportion of sample) between 0.3 0.3

within 0.0 0.0

Grad School overall 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3
(proportion of sample) between 0.3 0.2

within 0.0 0.0

White overall 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5
(proportion of sample) between 0.5 0.5

within 0.0 0.0

Married overall 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.5
(proportion of sample) between 0.4 0.5

within 0.2 0.2

Male overall 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.5
(proportion of sample) between 0.4 0.5

within 0.0 0.0

Annual Hours Worked overall 2097 838 1927 643
(average hours worked annually) between 709 575

within 611 460

Never attempted 
self-employment 
(but have 
attempted wage 
employment)

Ever attempted 
self-employment

Summary of means. Overall refers to overall means. Between describes the 
variation across individuals. Within describes the variation within individuals. 
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Table 1.3: Summary of time spent in self-employment

Years In Self 
Employment

Number of 
individuals Percentage 

1 1794 42.1
2 683 16.03
3 434 10.19
4 291 6.83
5 173 4.06
6 150 3.52
7 98 2.3
8 94 2.21
9 74 1.74
10 47 1.1
11 62 1.46
12 50 1.17
13 43 1.01
14 39 0.92
15 47 1.1
16 29 0.68
17 23 0.54
18 16 0.38
19 20 0.47
20 17 0.4
21 16 0.38
22 10 0.23
23 13 0.31
24 8 0.19
25 6 0.14
26 7 0.16
27 6 0.14
28 5 0.12
29 2 0.05
30 2 0.05
31 1 0.02
33 1 0.02
Total 4261 100

Note: Column 2 counts the number of individuals 
who have ever been self-employed for the 
corresponding number of years in column 1. Column 
3 divides column 2 by the total number of individuals 
who have ever tried self-employment. 
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Table 1.4: Transition Probabilities

Other Wage Wage & Self Self
Other 70.51 25.83 0.34 3.32

Wage 6.51 90.49 0.72 2.28

Wage & Self 4.69 45.55 23.13 26.63

Self 6.59 16.41 3.22 73.78

The "other" category refers to individuals who are either outside the labor force or unemployed.  

Probability of going from row category of employment in period t to column category in period t+1. 
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Table 1.5: Hourly Wage Regressions

FE FE FE FE OLS
Hourly Wage Hourly Wage Hourly Wage Hourly Wage Hourly Wage

Self Employed -0.270*** -0.268*** -0.269*** -0.287*** -0.367***
(0.0147) (0.0215) (0.0167) (0.0229) (0.0138)

Current Tenure in SE -0.0004 -0.0006 0.0128***
(0.0027) (0.0036) (0.0019)

Total Tenure in SE -0.0003
(0.0024)

Experience 0.0248*** 0.0248*** 0.0248*** 0.0185*** 0.0400***
(0.0034) (0.0034) (0.0034) (0.0048) (0.0006)

Experience Sq -0.000726*** -0.000726*** -0.000726*** -0.000718*** -0.000661***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HS Dropout -0.461***
(0.0062)

HS Graduate -0.193***
(0.0047)

College Grad 0.243***
(0.0067)

Grad Sch 0.337***
(0.0073)

Married 0.127*** 0.127*** 0.127*** 0.0595 0.334***
(0.0093) (0.0093) (0.0093) (0.0749) (0.0040)

Log spouse Wage 0.0513***
(0.0046)

Family Size 0.0145***
(0.0040)

White 0.129***
(0.0090)

Black -0.0708***
(0.0092)

Hispanic -0.114***
(0.0301)

Asian 0.103*
(0.0605)

Constant 1.657***
(0.0144)

Observations 114441 114441 114441 51625 114441
R-squared 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.10 0.27
No. Individuals 18887 18887 18887 11238

Note: Dependent variable is the log of hourly wage in 1990 dollars. Fixed effects (FE) are at the individual level. 
All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in parentheses. All standard errors are heteroskadastic 
consistent. Omitted education category is college dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. "Current Tenure 
in SE" id the interaction between current year in self-employment and being self-employed. "Total Tenure in SE" 
is the interaction between total years spent in SE and being self-employed. 
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Table 1.6: Consumption Regressions

FE FE FE OLS
Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption

Self Employed 0.0498*** 0.000612 0.00379 0.0673***
(0.0108) (0.0177) (0.0132) (0.0112)

Current Tenure in SE 0.0114*** 0.0147***
(0.0024) (0.0015)

Total Tenure in SE 0.00596***
(0.0018)

Experience 0.0274*** 0.0272*** 0.0278*** 0.0283***
(0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0008)

Experience Sq -0.000497*** -0.000494*** -0.000507*** -0.000416***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HS Dropout -0.230***
(0.0075)

HS Graduate -0.120***
(0.0052)

College Grad 0.132***
(0.0070)

Grad Sch 0.147***
(0.0072)

Married 0.233 0.227 0.227 0.169
(0.2030) (0.2040) (0.2020) (0.1130)

Log Spouse Wage 0.0368*** 0.0369*** 0.0372*** 0.176***
(0.0040) (0.0040) (0.0040) (0.0037)

Family Size 0.0655*** 0.0654*** 0.0654*** 0.0573***
(0.0031) (0.0031) (0.0031) (0.0018)

White -0.0497***
(0.0106)

Black -0.242***
(0.0113)

Hispanic -0.0500*
(0.0302)

Asian 0.200**
(0.0859)

Constant 9.102***
(0.1150)

Observations 40,420 40,420 40,420 40,420
R-squared 0.199 0.2 0.202 0.322
Number of Individuals 8,677 8,677 8,677

Note: Dependent variable is the log of consumption in 1990 dollars. Fixed effects (FE) are 
at the individual level. All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in 
parentheses. All standard errors are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education 
category is college dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. "Current Tenure in SE" 
id the interaction between current year in self-employment and being self-employed. "Total 
Tenure in SE" is the interaction between total years spent in SE and being self-employed. 
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Table 1.7: Linking Income and Consumption

FE FE FE FE
Consumption 
in SE

Consumption 
in WE

Consumption 
in SE

Consumption 
in WE

Annual Income 0.0863*** 0.152*** 0.0625*** 0.102***
(0.0091) (0.0046) (0.0083) (0.0045)

Experience 0.0685*** 0.0240***
(0.0097) (0.0034)

Experience Sq -0.000908*** -0.000655***
(0.0001) (0.0000)

Married 0.233*** 0.262***
(0.0352) (0.0091)

Observations 9,716 88,655 8,544 77,226
R-squared 0.095 0.108 0.157 0.156
Number of Individuals 2,956 16,739 2,663 15,114

Note: Dependent variable is consumption by employment category. Fixed effects 
(FE) are at the individual level. Annual income is measured in 1990 dollars. All 
regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in parentheses. All 
standard errors are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education category is 
college dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. 
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Table 1.8: Variance in Consumption

FE FE
Residual Squared Residual Squared

Self Employed 0.00559 -0.00449
(0.0092) (0.0176)

SE/Tenure 0.0135
(0.0216)

SE Years 1 - 2 0.0196
(0.0203)

SE Years 3 - 4 0.0154
(0.0192)

SE Years 5 - 7 0.00915
(0.0163)

SE Years 8 - 10 0.0141
(0.0127)

SE Years 11 - 14 0.0241
(0.0195)

SE Years > 14 0.024
(0.0252)

Experience 0.00633 0.00636
(0.0100) (0.0100)

Experience Sq 0.000111*** 0.000110***
(0.0000) (0.0000)

Married -0.3 -0.301
(0.2460) (0.2460)

Log spouse Wage -0.00201 -0.00202
(0.0027) (0.0027)

Family Size -0.00277 -0.00275
(0.0021) (0.0021)

Observations 40,420 40,420
R-squared 0.013 0.013
Number of Individuals 8,677 8,677

Note: Dependent variable is the squared residual from the 
consumption regression. Fixed effects (FE) are at the individual 
level. All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are 
in parentheses. All standard errors are heteroskadastic 
consistent. 
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Table 1.9: Savings

OLS 25th Quantile 50th Quantile 75th Quantile OLS
Savings Savings Savings Savings Savings

Self Employed 52,146* 2,578 5,668** 23,474***
[30,494] [3,894] [2,798] [3,220]

Current Tenure in SE 431.2 447.9 1,877*** 5,083***
[2,652] [418.7] [309.3] [348.7]

Moved into SE 42,880*
[24,198]

Moved out of SE -27,066***
[10,403]

Experience 4,376*** 3,337*** 1,455*** 1,577*** 4,872***
[952.9] [346.8] [232.2] [269.4] [1,032]

Experience Sq -78.83*** -63.09*** -25.38*** -21.30*** -84.27***
[19.47] [7.206] [4.996] [5.850] [21.74]

HS Dropout -5,278 2,865 -3,046 -11,429*** -8,053*
[4,201] [3,110] [2,190] [2,596] [4,581]

HS Graduate 7,543 4,379** -468.4 -5,453*** 6,320
[7,097] [2,169] [1,535] [1,834] [7,328]

College Grad 7,859 -7,715*** -426 5,726** 7,911
[10,978] [2,778] [1,989] [2,390] [11,329]

Grad Sch 14,200* 4,406 7,124*** 13,451*** 14,513
[8,572] [3,016] [2,137] [2,534] [8,866]

Log Spouse Wage 3,630 1,301 4,358*** 7,792*** 4,014
[4,914] [1,229] [890.8] [1,208] [5,305]

Family Size -655.7 831 -130.1 -1,061* -825.9
[1,901] [756.6] [515.6] [622.9] [1,965]

White -12,884 -558.3 -108.2 1,298 -11,802
[14,165] [4,468] [3,179] [3,774] [14,720]

Black -6,701 3,334 96.45 -2,737 -8,405
[15,293] [4,656] [3,321] [3,923] [15,844]

Hispanic -699.3 18,029*** 6,002 2,641 -10.02
[17,375] [5,265] [3,756] [4,547] [18,205]

Asian -5,693 -22,424* 8,139 56,985*** -6,156
[32,819] [12,558] [14,662] [10,636] [34,481]

Constant -36,556** -53,284*** -18,589*** -6,557 -38,690**
[18,509] [6,527] [4,375] [5,273] [19,368]

Observations 2,665 2,665 2,665 2,665 2,558
R-squared 0.019 0.013

Note: Dependent variable is change in savings between 1984 and 1989 (Variable called Active 
Savings in the PSID). Columns 3 4 and 5 perform quantile regressions. Standard errors are in 
parentheses. All standard errors, where possible are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted 
education category is college dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. "Current Tenure in 
SE" id the interaction between current year in self-employment and being self-employed. "Moved 
into SE" is an indicator variable identifying that an individual switched from not being self-
employed in 1984 to being self-empoloyed in 1989. "Moved out of SE" is an indicator variable 
identifying that an individual switched from  being self-employed in 1984 to not being self-
empoloyed in 1989.
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Table 1.10: Dynamics Before and After Self-Employment

FE FE FE OLS OLS
Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption Consumption

BSE -0.0148 0.0225***
(0.0138) (0.0058)

ASE 0.0182 -0.0229 0.0761***
(0.0137) (0.0205) (0.0056)

Experience 0.0274*** 0.0274*** 0.0221*** 0.0300*** 0.0286***
(0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0057) (0.0008) (0.0008)

Experience Sq -0.000499*** -0.000499*** -0.000489*** -0.000434*** -0.000415***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HS Dropout -0.237*** -0.234***
(0.0075) (0.0075)

HS Graduate -0.124*** -0.122***
(0.0053) (0.0053)

College Grad 0.134*** 0.133***
(0.0071) (0.0071)

Grad Sch 0.154*** 0.151***
(0.0073) (0.0073)

Married 0.228 0.228 0.278 0.163 0.175
(0.2040) (0.2040) (0.2560) (0.1160) (0.1150)

Log spouse Wage 0.0366*** 0.0366*** 0.0343*** 0.177*** 0.176***
(0.0040) (0.0040) (0.0043) (0.0038) (0.0037)

Family Size 0.0655*** 0.0655*** 0.0633*** 0.0569*** 0.0568***
(0.0031) (0.0031) (0.0033) (0.0018) (0.0018)

White -0.0446*** -0.0489***
(0.0107) (0.0106)

Black -0.247*** -0.245***
(0.0113) (0.0113)

Hispanic -0.0488 -0.0532*
(0.0301) (0.0300)

Asian 0.199** 0.199**
(0.0873) (0.0865)

Constant 9.092*** 9.093***
(0.1180) (0.1160)

Observations 40,420 40,420 32,644 40,420 40,420
R-squared 0.198 0.198 0.195 0.311 0.314
Number of Individuals 8,677 8,677 8,162

Note: Dependent variable is the log of consumption in 1990 dollars. Fixed effects (FE) are at the individual 
level. The two dependent variables of interest are  BSE (Dummy variable for being in wage employment 
before ever entering self-employment) and ASE (Dummy variable for being in wage employment after 
exiting from the first time of entry into self-employment). The final column drops all the years in self-
employment, therefore comparing the wage-employment retuns before self-employment to that after for 
those who enter and then return. All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in 
parentheses. All standard errors are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education category is college 
dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. 
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Table 1.11: Total Labor Income Regressions

FE FE FE OLS
Annual Income Annual Income Annual Income Annual Income

Self Employed -0.218*** -0.289*** -0.225*** -0.352***
(0.0164) (0.0250) (0.0190) (0.0159)

Current Tenure in SE 0.00189 0.0229***
(0.0029) (0.0021)

Total Tenure in SE 0.0102***
(0.0027)

Experience 0.0347*** 0.0344*** 0.0347*** 0.0554***
(0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0009)

Experience Sq -0.00124*** -0.00123*** -0.00124*** -0.000995***
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HS Dropout -0.605***
(0.0089)

HS Graduate -0.224***
(0.0062)

College Grad 0.288***
(0.0082)

Grad Sch 0.370***
(0.0089)

Married 0.221*** 0.221*** 0.221*** 0.592***
(0.0125) (0.0125) (0.0125) (0.0057)

White 0.173***
(0.0112)

Black -0.139***
(0.0119)

Hispanic -0.164***
(0.0436)

Asian 0.0619
(0.0683)

Constant 8.943***
(0.0200)

Observations 124,134 124,134 124,134 124,134
R-squared 0.074 0.074 0.074 0.28
Number of Individuals 19,547 19,547 19,547

Note: Dependent variable is the log of annual labor income in 1990 dollars. Fixed effects (FE) 
are at the individual level. All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in 
parentheses. All standard errors are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education category 
is college dropouts, and omitted race category is “other”. "Current Tenure in SE" id the 
interaction between current year in self-employment and being self-employed. "Total Tenure 
in SE" is the interaction between total years spent in SE and being self-employed. 
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Table 1.12: Hours Worked Regressions

FE FE FE OLS OLS
Hours Hours Hours Hours Hours 

Self Employed 137.7*** 48.97** 143.3*** 170.9*** 85.76***
(15.5100) (21.9300) (17.1800) (12.9800) (14.8800)

Current Tenure in SE -1.537 11.97***
(2.4000) (1.6150)

Total Tenure in SE 12.57*** 14.53***
(2.4790) (1.0410)

Experience 15.06*** 14.67*** 15.02*** 19.65*** 19.24***
(4.0940) (4.0830) (4.0940) (0.6700) (0.6700)

Experience Sq -0.641*** -0.635*** -0.639*** -0.438*** -0.427***
(0.0293) (0.0293) (0.0294) (0.0148) (0.0148)

HS Dropout 119.6*** 119.0*** 119.7*** 333.6*** 331.9***
(10.4900) (10.4700) (10.4900) (4.3260) (4.3220)

HS Graduate -139.8*** -137.5***
(6.8250) (6.8190)

College Grad -35.47*** -34.60***
(5.1080) (5.1010)

Grad Sch 59.00*** 58.39***
(6.9120) (6.9050)

Married 48.49*** 46.62***
(7.6460) (7.6490)

White 40.63*** 39.48***
(9.6920) (9.6650)

Black -102.8*** -102.1***
(9.9940) (9.9680)

Hispanic -90.68*** -85.48***
(33.0500) (33.0500)

Asian 21.95 25.5
(54.2200) (54.2400)

Constant 1,771*** 1,773***
(17.0000) (16.9700)

Observations 115,021 115,021 115,021 115,021 115,021
R-squared 0.034 0.035 0.034 0.127 0.129
Number of Individuals 18,929 18,929 18,929Note: Dependent variable is annual hours worked. Fixed effects (FE) are at the individual level. 
All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in parentheses. All standard errors 
are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education category is college dropouts, and omitted 
race category is “other”. "Current Tenure in SE" id the interaction between current year in self-
employment and being self-employed. "Total Tenure in SE" is the interaction between total 
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1.6 Figures

Figure 1.1: Kernel Density Plot of Earnings in 1984

Figure 1.2: Kernel Density Plot of Consumption in 1984
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Figure 1.3: Kernel Density Plot of Annual Earnings in 1984

Figure 1.4: Probability of leaving self-employment
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1.7 Appendix

Table 1.13: Consumption Robustness

FE FE FE OLS OLS
Consumption (v1) Consumption (v2) Food Only Consumption (v1) Consumption (v2)

Self Employed 0.0346** 0.0435*** 0.0155 0.152*** 0.135***
(0.0154) (0.0107) (0.0110) (0.0101) (0.0076)

Experience 0.0333*** 0.0285*** 0.0216*** 0.0304*** 0.0287***
(0.0070) (0.0055) (0.0045) (0.0012) (0.0008)

Experience Sq -0.000566*** -0.000466*** -0.000519*** -0.000430*** -0.000416***
(0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

HS Dropout -0.212*** -0.212***
(0.0108) (0.0074)

HS Graduate -0.106*** -0.0992***
(0.0073) (0.0053)

College Grad 0.106*** 0.0983***
(0.0094) (0.0071)

Grad Sch 0.134*** 0.114***
(0.0095) (0.0071)

Married 0.239 0.19 0.209 0.144 0.174*
(0.2260) (0.1720) (0.1690) (0.1240) (0.1020)

Log spouse Wage 0.0323*** 0.0251*** 0.0287*** 0.149*** 0.141***
(0.0060) (0.0040) (0.0045) (0.0050) (0.0037)

Family Size 0.0559*** 0.0558*** 0.0988*** 0.0540*** 0.0498***
(0.0050) (0.0030) (0.0033) (0.0026) (0.0018)

White -0.0268 -0.0151
(0.0171) (0.0128)

Black -0.192*** -0.203***
(0.0182) (0.0135)

Hispanic -0.0223 -0.0846***
(0.0624) (0.0296)

Asian 0.185* 0.186*
(0.1120) (0.1050)

Constant 9.166***
(0.1040)

Observations 20,245 28,828 40,420 20,245 28,828
R-squared 0.193 0.242 0.127 0.305 0.356
Number of Individuals 6,334 7,078 8,677

Note: Dependent variable is the log of consumption (various versions) in 1990 dollars. Fixed effects (FE) are at the 
individual level. The first two colums use a wider set of variables to define consumption, while the third column uses only 
expenditures on food at home and away. All regressions include year dummies. Standard errors are in parentheses. All 
standard errors are heteroskadastic consistent. Omitted education category is college dropouts, and omitted race category is 
“other”. 
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Abstract

This paper links the network structure amongst initial employees to the

performance of a newly founded firm. We use a large employee-employer linked

panel data set from Brazil that allows us to track workers across jobs and establish

whether new firm employees have prior joint work experience. We use this information

to construct a quantifier for network concentration using the Herfindahl Hirschman

Index (HHI), and test the impact of network concentration on new firm performance

as measured by survival, employment, and wages. We find that new firms with

higher network concentrations, i.e. wherein initial employees have worked together

previously, are on average larger, have higher wages and survive longer when controlling

for industry fixed effects and employees’ human capital, demographic characteristics,

formal sector experience, and size of parent firms. This association increases with the

initial size of the newly founded firm. However, we find a negative relationship between

network concentration and initial firm growth. Finally, we look at how the size of an

individual’s parent firm affects the success of her new entrepreneurial venture and find

that small firm experience correlates with better survival rates, but lower employment

and average wages at the new firm.

2.1 Introduction

In recent years, policy makers have placed substantial resources into the

promotion of entrepreneurial activity, particularly in small business formation.

Entrepreneurial activity can create wealth, employment and innovation, thereby spurring

economic growth. It is therefore of great interest to both economists and policy-makers

to understand what it means for a start-up venture to be successful, and what factors

determine this success.

In this paper, we posit that information relating to entrepreneurial success is

implicitly contained in network structures. To evaluate this hypothesis, we exploit the
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network structure relating the prior career experiences of the founders/ employees in a

new firm so as to identify characteristics that lead to more successful entrepreneurial

ventures. Specifically, we look at how the initial employees in a newly founded firm

are linked in terms of previous employment, and how these links affect the new firm’s

performance.1

This exercise is interesting and relevant for a few reasons. The success of any

given venture is determined primarily by three factors: the quality of the proposed

undertaking, the competence of its execution, and the external environmental factors

that govern market conditions (competition and luck). Our paper will be able to shed

some insight into the first two of these three factors. We argue that network structures

are associated with factors that reflect the quality of an undertaking and how well it

is carried out. Both the quality of a venture and its execution are a function of those

individuals pursuing it. Ventures are undertaken both individually and in groups. When

individuals come together to engage in entrepreneurial activity, they exchange a variety

of information on their compatibility, the availability of opportunities and the viability

of ideas. Different individuals have differential access to information and resources, and

it is the confluence of this information that potential entrepreneurs use to approximate

their expected returns (Aldrich, 1999; Shane and Shane, 2004). This paper is concerned

with understanding the impact of the choices that individuals make on whom to work

with initially on the eventual success of that firm.

We outline four main findings, three of which revolve around the importance of

initial employee networks: using the the Herfindahl Hirschman Index (HHI) to measure

network concentration, we find a strong link between the HHI and various measures of

success. Firstly, we find that survival probabilities increase with network concentration

for the average newly founded firm in Brazil. This is to say, new firms wherein the initial

employees had worked together previously are more likely to survive. This effect of the

HHI on survival is more pronounced for firms that are larger at inception. Secondly,

1Ideally we would like to be able to identify the founders of a firm and evaluate how these founders
were linked in terms of previous employment. We are however not able to get clean identification to
distinguish between founders and employees in our data, The Brazilian RAIS data.
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we look at the relationship between the HHI and the new firm’s average earnings and

employment levels. These measures are intended to proxy for firm revenue which we

cannot isolate in our data. We find that firms with higher HHI have both higher average

wages and more employees in all periods for which we can track performance (up to

six years after entry). Thirdly, when looking at the growth rates of average earnings

and employment, we find these measures to be negatively related to the HHI initially

and find no effect after three years. Firms wherein new employees are more closely

linked via previous employment (i.e. more concentrated networks) are more likely to

survive, are larger, and have higher wages. However, they have lower wage growth

between inception and the third year. This relationship between network concentration

and growth dissipates between years three and six.

The reader should note that we are careful not to make any causal claims as such

effects are difficult to isolate in the empirics. Therefore, we propose an assortment of

interpretations of our results in section 2.4.3 and suggest avenues for further research

that may get at identification in section 2.4.4.

The results described above contribute to various literatures. While most of the

empirical literature focuses on the impact of networks on entrepreneurial entry (Nanda

and Sorensen, 2009; Giannetti and Simonov, 2009), this is one of few papers to look

at the impact of networks on entrepreneurial outcomes (see also Elfring and Hulsink,

2003; Lerner and Malmendier, 2011). We complement this literature by showing that

networks affect not only participation in entrepreneurship, but also the success of new

ventures.

This paper also supports the theoretical literature on network effects on

outcomes. Drawing mainly on the ideas developed in (Granovetter, 1983), we use

the HHI to quantify the strength of ties, and assess their impact on entrepreneurial

outcomes. In this seminal piece of work, Granovetter notes that there are three possible

types of ties linking individuals: strong, weak and absent. Strong ties link individuals

within the same social circle and weak ties connect individuals across social circles.

While strong ties motivate individuals to be of assistance and work well together, weak
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ties provide individuals with access to information and resources beyond those available

in their own social circle. This concept is taken to an entrepreneurial setting by Rauch

and Watson (2007). They argue that when a potential entrepreneur’s default option is to

interact with readily available individuals within their social network, those who select

into involvement with unrelated individuals are willing to incur a higher search cost.

This can be interpreted as a signal of higher venture quality. On the other hand,2 a

counterforce to the mechanism proposed by Rauch and Watson is that previously linked

individuals are more likely to succeed as the riskiness of the venture is reduced since the

founders would all be aware of each other’s capabilities and have better information on

their joint compatibility, partner calibre and therefore success probabilities. In light of

these theories, our empirical findings can be interpreted3 in the following manner: the

finding that network concentration enters positively and significantly into determining

survival implies that peer assessment of ability and compatibility helps to ensure that

a firm will survive through the initial phases. Starting a firm with closely linked

individuals reduces many basic uncertainties, thus allowing the firm to get past the

most fragile initial stages. However, conditional on surviving, having access to different

resource pools and a higher match quality a la Rauch and Watson (2007) could increase

the entrepreneurial potential of a firm.4 This is reflected by the negative and significant

relationship between network concentration, and employment and wage growth in the

initial periods. This interpretation is consistent with the notion that the strength of ties

does matter, but it enters differently in determining different measures of success. In

section 2.4.3 we provide a few other interpretations that are consistent with our results.

These interpretations will address three specific alternative channels for our findings.

They include selection into different network structures based on underlying qualities,

2This is a point we propose that addresses the assumption in Rauch and Watson (2007) that interacting
within one’s network is the default option

3One of a few interpretations, as described in section 2.4.3.
4One caveat here is that we measure concentration using all employees, as opposed to just founders

since our data does not distinguish between the two. As firms get larger, we capture less of the network
effects amongst entrepreneurs since the founders and employees are now less likely to be the same
individuals. Further work to disentangle the impact for founders specifically is discussed in the last
section of this paper.
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access to financing and the relationship between network structure, and the choice to

switch industries.

A key feature of our results is that different measures of entrepreneurial success

result in different outcomes.5 Furthermore, our results indicate that fewer covariates

enter significantly in determining performance beyond the third year. In thinking

through the determinants of entrepreneurial success, it is clear that much consideration

should be given to how success is defined. Do we think of successful firms as ones that

survive, or ones that grow? And for how long are the standard determinants of success

relevant for entrepreneurs?

The fourth main finding of this paper relates entrepreneurial success to parent

firm size. We find that small firm experience of the founding employees is associated

with higher survival likelihoods for the new firm. However, large firm experience

is predictive of higher initial employment and average wages, as well as higher

employment growth for the first three years. These findings contribute to the literature

on the genesis of entrepreneurs (see Gompers et al., 2005; Hvide, 2005; Lazear, 2004).

This literature seeks to understand where entrepreneurs come from and how this affects

their performance. Theoretically, it is conceivable that parent-firms of different sizes

produce different types of entrepreneurs for several reasons. Small parent firms, with

flatter hierarchical structures, may expose their employees to various layers of the firms’

organizational structure in addition to honing their specific roles. This varied skill set

creates employees that are “jacks of all trades” (as in Lazear, 2004) who may make more

successful entrepreneurs. On the other hand, larger firms may have the resources to fund

research intensive projects, thus attracting highly educated and innovative individuals

(Gompers et al., 2005).6 Given that these large parent firms may not have the ability

or desire to internalize all the ideas generated by their employees, this could induce

5While looking through the results described in section 2.4 the reader should be careful to note how
various standard determinants enter differently depending on the measure of success.

6Hvide (2005) reasons, under the assumption that workers select blindly into employment at large or
small firms, that larger firms will produce higher quality entrepreneurs, since in these firms wage setting
is less fine tuned.
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workers to leave and become entrepreneurs so as to realize their ideas. These high

ability individuals may then prove to be superior entrepreneurs. Our results lend support

to both theories. Employees from small parent firms are better able to ensure the survival

of their new firms. Presumably, this involves being able to efficiently manage various

different components of the organization, which would be a skill small parent firms

expose individuals to. However, large parent firms seem to spawn new firms that have an

initial size advantage and ultimately outperform other surviving new firms. This result

goes hand in hand with the theory proposed by Gompers et al. (2005) that innovative and

highly skilled individuals come from large firms which cannot internalize their ideas, or

compensate them to appropriately reflect their true marginal productivity, as suggested

by Hvide (2005).

None of the topics identified above are intended to imply anything causal. It is

important to note that we will not be able to observe, and hence discuss, whether it is

selection into the networks and firms, or the inherent nature of these institutions and

organizations that drive outcomes.7 This paper provides a documentation of the patterns

that are observed empirically, so as to fertilize a ground for further research on the

mechanisms that could lead to these observations, and potential identification strategies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 describes the data and

outlines the estimations strategy we propose. Section 2.3 describes the informative case

studies of survival rates for two- and three-employee firms. Section 2.4 presents and

discusses the results as well as analyzes the problems plaguing the current specification

and section 3.6 concludes.
7Endogeneity issues are discussed in section 2.4.4.
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2.2 Data and estimation

2.2.1 Dataset

We employ the Brazilian dataset RAIS (Relação Anual de Informações Sociais

of the Brazilian labor ministry MTE), which is an annual census of salaried employees,

required to be filled by all employers.8 Observations are at the job-year level, and

contain unique identifying codes for the firm, the establishment (an establishment is

a sub-unit of the firm, such as a plant or office), and the worker. This allows us to

track employees as they move from one job to the next, and hence to identify employee

networks and how they relate to the performance of new firms.

A job observation in RAIS is identified by the employee ID, the employer’s

tax ID (CNPJ), and dates of job accession and separation. To avoid double-counting

employees at new firms, we keep only one observation for each employer-employee

pair, choosing the job with the earliest hiring date. If the employee has two jobs

at the firm starting in the same month, we keep the highest paying one. The rules

on tax ID assignments make it possible to identify new firms (the first eight digits

of the tax ID) and new plants within firms (the last six digits of the tax ID). Our

data include 71.1 million employees (with 556.3 million job spells) at 5.52 million

plants in 3.75 million firms over the sixteen-year period 1986-2001 in any sector of

the economy. We limit our attention to the years 1995-2000 to ensure that firms we

label as new have not operated before and to be able to track new firms for at least 1 year.

2.2.2 Estimation strategy

A firm’s success is measured using survival, employment and wages. 9 We

seek to understand how the founders’ common history (network relationship) affects the

8Actual coverage is estimated to be well above 90% of all formally employed individuals.
9Unfortunately, RAIS does not contain any data on revenues or profits. Therefore, we use the

combination of employment and wages to proxy for firm performance in terms of revenue.
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performance of a firm. In the RAIS dataset, we are unable to reliably isolate the founding

members of a firm, therefore we use a measure of the relationship between all the initial

employees. Since most of the new firms in the dataset are relatively small,10 this measure

should pick up to a high degree the relationship among founders. Even though we will

not be able to assign causal attributes of network links amongst founders, we are still

able to identify how the patterns linking employees correlates with firm survival. One

could make the argument that in small firms, all, or at least a large fraction of employees

play a significant role in determining the success of the firm. As such, understanding

how they all relate to each other may be just as relevant as looking at the relationship

between owner-entrepreneurs. An alternative strategy would be to simply restrict the

sample to only very small firms.11

To proxy for network concentration, we use the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index

(HHI) to measure the degree of clustering within a firm. A higher HHI value is

indicative of a higher degree of commonality among initial employees. The index is

computed as follows:
J

∑
j=1

s j
2, where s j is the share of initial employees in the new firm

from parent-firm j. Naturally, we exclude all one-employee firms from our analysis.

There are three versions of this index currently in use, depending on the

treatment of workers who cannot be traced to a previous job. These untraceable workers

could be employees that are new to the workforce, or individuals who have operated

exclusively in the informal sector (estimated at 40% of the Brazilian economy) during

the previous years of data.

Suppose a firm has N employees, of whom Np can be traced to a previous job,

and Nu cannot. Further assume that these employees have a total of J parent firms, each

represented by N j employees, so that N = Np +Nu = ∑
J
j=1 N j +Nu.

Then the first version of the index, HHI1, counts all employees in the

1091.6% of new firms have 10 or fewer employees while 96.4% of new firms have 20 or fewer
employees.

11One caveat here is that there may just be 1 founder/entrepreneur even in these very small firms.
Hence, it is not clear that we will be able to make claims about the relationship amongst founders even in
these cases.
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denominator, but assigns zero shares to those that cannot be tracked. The second version

is computed using only trackable workers’ information (and only for firms with at least

2 such employees), while the third assumes that all workers that cannot be tracked come

from different parents:

HHI1 =
J

∑
j=1

(
N j

N

)2

for N ≥ 2

HHI2 =
J

∑
j=1

(
N j

Np

)2

for Np ≥ 2

HHI3 =
J

∑
j=1

(
N j

N

)2

+Nu

(
1
N

)2

for N ≥ 2

Version 2 is the cleanest in terms of assumptions made, but since it requires

that we have at least two trackable employees, it reduces the sample size significantly.

Version 3 conforms quite well to the data (as we’ll show using 2-and 3-employee firm

statistics in the next section) and is our preferred measure.

One drawback of version 3 (as well as version 2) is that the range of values it can

take depends heavily on the number of initial employees: in a 2-person firm, HHI3 has

a minimum value of 0.5 when the two employees have no shared experience. However,

as the number of employees N gets large, HHI3 can take on values very close to zero.

As such, we create a new rescaled index, HHI4, to facilitate interpretation of results.

In re-scaling this index, regardless of firm size, a value of 0 means there is no joint

network experience while a value of 1 means that all employees were previously linked

via employment.

HHI4 is defined as follows: starting from our preferred index measure HHI3,

we subtract the minimum value (1/N) it can take for a given number of employees, then

rescale the new measure so that the maximum value is again 1. HHI4 = (HHI3−1/N)
(1−1/N) ,
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which simplifies to:

HHI4 =
J

∑
j=1

N j(N j−1)
N(N−1)

for N ≥ 2

Where once again, j indexes parent firms. Table 2.4 shows average values of

HHI3 and HHI4 for different initial firm sizes. HHI3 decreases monotonically with

the number of initial employees, with the exception of N > 100.12 Comparing HHI3

and HHI4, we note that, as intended, HHI4 is less volatile across initial firm sizes,

therefore serving as a better measure for comparisons across initial size categories. In

the appendix, we report survival regression results for HHI1, HHI2, and HHI3 as well

for completeness.

We regress firm survival on the HHI index and other relevant variables for each

cohort from 1995 through 2000, in a linear probability model.

yit = β0 +β1HHIi,0 +β2Xi,0 + εit (2.1)

yit is the measure of success of firm i at time t.13 This can take one of three

forms: a survival indicator, performance in terms of employment, and performance in

terms of average wages. For the latter two measures, we examine performance both at

entry, and up to 6 years later, conditional on survival. Additional controls Xi,0 include:

share of initial employees that can be tracked to a previous job, cohort and sector fixed

effects, initial firm size controls, and employee experience and qualifications (average

employee age, education level and wage at parent firm).

2.3 Survival case studies

We include a brief analysis of the average survival rates by common history

of 2 and 3 person firms started between 1995 and 2000. These entrants make for an

12This suggests that as the firm size becomes large enough, we may be capturing some divestitures.
13Alternatively, we can limit the sample to firms that survived at t−1.
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interesting case study, since they can have only a handful of possible HHI indices.

Survival of 2-employee firms

Figure 2.1 shows survival rates for firms with just 2 initial employees using

HHI1. This index takes four possible values, while HHI2, HHI3, and HHI4 can each

have two values, as shown in table 2.1 (however, HHI2 is undefined whenever fewer

than two employees can be tracked to previous employment).

Figure 2.1 indicates that using the HHI1 measure of concentration, survival is

very similar across index values 0, 0.25 and 0.5. This suggests that two-man firms

wherein one or both employees cannot be tracked behave similarly (in terms of survival)

to two-man firms wherein both employees can be tracked, but to different parents. This

observation is consistent with the assumption behind versions 3 and 4 of the HHI index:

that whenever an employee cannot be tracked to a previous formal sector job, we can

reasonably assume they do not have joint work experience with any other employees at

the new firm.

Figure 2.1 also shows that firms with a HHI of 1 display a significantly higher

survival rate. This graph confirms that 2-employee firms wherein both employees

had common prior work experience are more likely to survive then firms whose two

employees were not observed to work together before.

Survival of 3-employee firms

The same qualitative observations hold when we repeat the exercise for firms

with 3 initial employees. Table 2.2 shows the possible index values in the 9 possible

scenarios.

Figure 2.2 shows that firms in the first category with HHI1 values of 0, 0.11,

0.22, and 0.33 all perform similarly and are less likely to survive than firms with at least

2 workers who share a common parent. Firms with 2 workers with common history

have survival rates that are higher and are similar regardless as to whether the third
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employee is trackable. Finally, firms where all 3 employees share a common parent

do significantly better than those in the other two categories. This again indicates that

workers who cannot be tracked enter in an almost identical fashion to workers from

different parent firms. This confirms the rationale for our use of HHI3 and its rescaled

counterpart HHI4, over HHI1 and HHI2, since these indices give us exactly 3 possible

values for the HHI, corresponding to the 3 groups of firms that perform similarly.

2.4 Results

We describe results for different measures of new firm success: first, using

survival (section 2.4.1), and then employment and wages (2.4.2). Section 2.4.3 provides

a detailed discussion of the various ways to interpret the combined results.

2.4.1 Regression results: survival

We run linear probability model regressions for all four versions of the HHI.

Our baseline results are computed for HHI4 and are reported in table 2.6; the results for

HHI1, HHI2, and HHI3 can be found in the appendix. For each version of the HHI,

we control for 4-digit sector, cohort, initial size category14, share of the new firm’s

employees that can be tracked, mean employee age, years of schooling, previous wage,

and average parent size category (including a separate category for new firms with no

trackable parents).15

Common work experience

Table 2.6 shows that, even controlling for industry fixed effects and employees’

human capital, network concentration (as measured by a higher HHI index value) has

a positive and significant impact on firm survival. This result holds robustly across all

14Categories are: 2 initial employees, 3-4, 5-10, 11-20, 21-50, 51-100, and >100 employees
15Although previous wage is included, thus limiting the sample size, some entrants still have unknown

parent size, because parent size is measured during the year immediately before the new firm’s entry.
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three versions of the HHI index (see the Appendix).

Using the HHI4 result at t + 6, we find that a firm whose workers all have

previous common experience (HHI4 = 1) is about 8.8 percent more likely to survive

than a firm wherein no two workers can be tracked to the same employer (HHI4 =

0). This result provides evidence for the hypothesis that individuals who are better

acquainted prior to engaging in entrepreneurial activity have a better capacity to judge

the potential of a proposed venture and perhaps work better together, thus resulting in

a higher likelihood of success. We are, however, not able to parse out whether it is

the mechanism described above, or if this is a function of easier access to financing

amongst friends, for instance, that drives this result.

Size of parent firm

We also find that prior experience at small firms is correlated with a higher

chance of survival for a new entrant. This result is consistent with Lazear’s (2004)

notion that entrepreneurs should be “jacks of all trades”. Having experience at a smaller

firm more likely exposes employees to the different aspects that underly the mechanics

of a firm. This mechanism suggests that a small firm veteran will be a more capable

new-firm employee since, aside from being qualified in her own specific tasks, she may

have exposure to the logistics involved in running a business. Whether this is a pure

treatment effect, meaning only the experience itself distinguishes former small firm

vs. large firm employees, or whether there is selection into small firm employment by

workers who either consciously seek to gain small firm experience, or who simply are a

better fit for small scale establishments, is beyond the scope of this paper to disentangle.

In table 2.3 we provide a breakdown of average parent firm sizes in our sample,

which consists of new firms of two or more initial employees, started between 1995 and

2000.

Employee human capital

We control for employee human capital by introducing average age, education,
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and wage at the previous place of employment. As would be expected, we find that a

higher average level of education among employees improves the survival odds for a

new firm. Controlling for previous employment and education, we find that employee

age has a negative impact on firm survival. This finding is interesting since intuitively

one could hypothesize how this effect could go either way. One explanation is that

perhaps younger employees, despite having less experience, are more creative and adapt

better to technology. While empirical evidence in the US shows that older individuals

are more likely to become entrepreneurs, our results show that conditional on becoming

one, younger individuals perform better. There are many other explanations for this

observation, including that some firms with older employees may exit due to founders’

retirement rather than poor performance, and our finding should incite further thought

on the issue.16

Previous earnings are arguably the most direct measure of an employee’s human

capital. Not surprisingly, average previous wages of initial employees are predictive of

better survival odds for the new firm. The effect is highly significant for up to five years

after entry. The drop in significance at t+6 is most likely due to the change in cohort

composition between column 6 of table 2.6 and the previous regressions.

Transition from informality

The results indicate that having a higher share of initial employees with no

known work history is negatively correlated with firm performance (see coefficients

on share trackable and no known parent). If anything, this coefficient is biased

towards positive values by the assumption built into HHI4 that workers coming in

from informality don’t share a work history with each other. These individuals could

either be new entrants into the labor force or individuals moving from the informal

sector into the formal sector. If we find that it is mainly comprised of the latter,17

16Previous empirical work has found that, even in the US, the average self-employed individual is older
than the average wage-employed individual. This could simply be due to older individuals having better
access to financing (including from their personal wealth), so they have an easier time starting a new firm,
whereas young would-be entrepreneurs only get financial backing if their idea is exceptionally good.

17And we could do this by looking at the age of these untracked individuals, especially given the very
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we will then be able to comment on the nature of the quality of experience gained in

the informal sector versus the formal sectors. Given that this is a particularly salient

issue in less developed countries, this would be a useful bite of information to provide.18

Initial firm size

Table (2.6) includes controls for initial firm size - specifically for the seven bins

indicated in table 2.5. The coefficients, not reported due to space constraints, indicate

that larger new firms have significantly and monotonically higher odds of survival. This

finding is consistent with common sense expectations that firms which are larger at

inception are typically more ambitious ventures, which are better financed. Furthermore,

being able to get more individuals immediately on board, either to finance or simply join

the venture, is a positive signal for the promise of a firm.

The more interesting question is whether network concentration is correlated

with firm survival differentially by starting size. We replace the initial size bins with a

continuous measure: the natural logarithm of initial firm size, and add an interaction

term between log size and HHI. Results, as reported in table (2.7), show that the

interaction term is positive, in other words network concentration has a stronger positive

effect for larger firms. We combine the reported coefficients on HHI4 and the interaction

term to find the overall impact of network concentration on the survival odds for firms

of different initial sizes. For example, at t+3, a 2-person firm is 4.70+3.06∗ ln(2)=6.8

percent more likely to survive if its founders have worked together before. A 10-person

firm is 4.70+3.06∗ ln(10)=11.7 percent more likely to survive at t+3 if all 10 initial

employees have worked together before, than if none of them had joint prior work

experience. This suggests that, as the number of founders gets larger, being from the

same group and working well together matters even more than for small initial firms;

or perhaps weak ties (i.e. access to a variety of information, markets, financing etc.)

high labor force participation rate of prime aged males in Brazil. If the entering individual is older, we
could assume that on average they are transitioning in from informality into formality rather than new
entrants into the labor force.

18Upcoming versions of this paper will include these findings.
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become less important as there is a larger starting base.

We also run the specification from table 2.6, excluding initial size controls, for

new firms of different sizes. We plot the relevant coefficient on HHI4 versus entrant size

in figure 2.3. This shows how larger firms benefit more from strong ties between the

founders, up to a point: for firms of over 50 initial employees, network ties matter less.

However, in this size category, true entrepreneurial ventures may no longer compose the

majority of new firms, as a significant portion of entrants are likely employer-initiated

divestitures and spinoffs, which are not the focus of this paper.

2.4.2 Regression results: firm performance

The results discussed thus far involve survival as the sole measure of success.

We now consider other measures of performance, namely employment and wages, in

both initial logged values and growth rates. Table 2.8 reports regression results for

firms’ performance during their first year, as well as 3 and 6 years later. There are two

dependent variables: natural log of number of employees and natural log of average

wages. We chose employment because job creation is one of the main stated benefits

of entrepreneurship, and average wages because we wanted a measure of the amount

of economic activity the new firm creates, but wanted it to be disaggregated from the

employment effect.

Table 2.9 isolates initial levels from subsequent growth: columns 3 through 6

have been replaced with growth in employment and wages, first from t to t + 3, and

then from t +3 to t +6. To make the comparison more salient, we limit all regressions

reported in this table to a common sample of firms: the 1995 entrants that survived

through the last year in our sample (2001), and which have at least some employees

at the end of years t, t + 3, and t + 6.19 In addition, growth regressions in table 2.9

(columns 3 through 6) include controls for initial firm size.20

19Employment and wages in all performance regressions are considered for end-of-year employees
only, to avoid double-counting. See Hirakawa et al. (2010) for more details on the way employment
spells and earnings are reported in RAIS.

20We added these to ensure that the effect estimated isn’t due merely to compositional effects: for
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Common work experience

Firms with higher network concentration have a higher number of employees

(larger firm size) and higher average wages. This relationship is positive and significant

in all periods considered: at t (inception), t+3 and t+6. However, the magnitude of the

effect of HHI on both performance measures decreases in time (see table 2.8). To see

this initial and growth effects decomposed, consider table 2.9: columns 3 and 4 indicate

a negative relationship between HHI and firm performance (conditional on survival) in

the first 3 years. Columns 5 and 6 suggest that the effect dissipates beyond the 3 year

mark.

The magnitude of these effects is economically significant: table 2.9 results

for instance, apply to firms that entered the labor market in 1995 and had employees

through 2001. According to columns 1 and 2, new firms with strong employee

ties have an immediate advantage in terms of size and wages: holding everything

else constant, a new firm A whose employees have all worked together before has

55 percent more employees and 9 percent higher average wages than a new firm

B whose employees have no prior joint work experience. In columns 3 and 4,

compare firm A above to a firm C of same initial size, same industry and employee

characteristics, but no existing employee networks. Firm A will then have 12 percent

slower growth in employment, and 3 percent slower growth in average wages during

its first 3 years.21 Firms A and C will have comparable growth in the subsequent 3 years.

Size of parent firm

As we examine initial performance and new firm growth, we find that small

instance, column 1 indicates that more concentrated firms start up larger than new firms with weaker
employee networks. But larger firms have lower growth rates. So do more concentrated new firms have
lower growth rates, even when compared to other new firms of similar starting size? Column 3 in table
2.9 suggests that the answer is yes.

21We also ran the growth regressions from table 2.9 without initial size controls, in effect comparing
firms A and B mentioned above. These results, unreported in the paper, suggest firm A will grow at a
20 percent slower pace than firm B in terms of employment, and at a 4 percent slower rate in terms of
average wages.
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firm experience is no longer an advantage, in contrast with results from the survival

analysis. Medium and large firm experience is predictive of higher initial employment

and average wages, as well as higher employment growth for the first three years (see

table 2.9). There is no significant correlation between parent size and wage growth or

employment growth beyond the first three years, but early differences persist through

the entrants’ first six years, conditional on survival, as columns 5 and 6 in table 2.8 show.

Employee human capital

Referring to tables 2.8 and 2.9, the impact of education on employment and

average wage is mixed. Education has no detectable relationship to initial firm size and

enters positively into employment growth in the first three years. While education is

positively related to wage levels, it enters negatively in the estimations wherein average

wage growth is the measure of success. Conditional on surviving up to three years,

education has no impact on the growth rates of both average wage and employment. To

summarize, conditional on survival, the impact of education on entrepreneurial success

as measured by growth rates in average wage and employment is unclear.

High average human capital of employees, as indicated by previous wages, is

positively associated with initial firm size and average wages. This positive relationship

persists as we examine growth performance in terms of employment, but is reversed for

growth in wages: firms with higher average previous wages experience slower wage

growth (although the overall effect is still of higher wages up to 6 years after entry,

once we factor in initial levels). One possible explanation is that previous wages proxy

not just for the employees’ level of human capital, but also for their opportunity cost.

Hiring someone away from a well paying job means you have to offer a higher initial

wage, at the expense of slower wage growth.

Transition from informality

The results using employment and average wage levels also (as with the survival

regressions) suggest that having a higher share of initial employees with no known
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work history is negatively correlated with firm performance. However, we do not find

any significant relationship between traceable work history and, employment and wage

growth. Conditional on survival, having no known work history does not seem to impact

firm growth.

2.4.3 Interpreting the results

Our main results are that network concentration is positively correlated with

new firm survival, initial firm size and initial average wage levels. However, network

concentration is negatively correlated with new firm growth between inception and the

third year, both in terms of employment and average wage. This relationship goes to

zero between years three and six. Below we provide four possible mechanisms that

would generate these results. Distinguishing between these mechanisms is beyond the

scope of this paper, but we hope to provide the reader with some food for thought.

Networks affect entrepreneurial outcomes

Strong network ties are indicative of better information on partner compatibility.

Individuals who are well acquainted are also more motivated to ensure their joint

survival. Therefore, new firms displaying stronger network links amongst employees

are more likely to survive, especially through the initial phases where compatibility and

determination to pull through matter most. Moreover, a closer relationship amongst new

firm employees may lead to higher initial investments resulting in higher initial wages

and a larger initial firm size. This is consistent with HHI being positively related to new

firm survival, initial firm size, and initial average wage.

Conditional on survival, access to different (and complementary) information

sets and skill backgrounds makes for more entrepreneurial firms that display higher

growth in employment and earnings. This is reflected in the negative relationship

between HHI and growth rates in the first 3 periods.
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Financing

When starting a firm with individuals that are well acquainted, the initial level

of trust may be higher. Therefore individuals may be more willing to pool resources to

be better financed. Alternatively, individuals who are well acquainted may be willing to

provide joint collateral, and the shared liability may make banks more willing to finance

ventures involving such individuals. These better financed new firms may start larger

with higher initial wages and may be more likely to survive, especially given that access

to capital is one of the biggest barriers faced by new firms.

However, conditional on survival, once a venture displays good prospects,

individuals who are involved may themselves be willing to put in more of their

personal/ family wealth. Furthermore, banks may also be more willing to lend once

some information on venture quality is revealed. As such, these firms may display

higher growth with time. Individuals who are weakly linked may be more likely to

have experiences consistent with this explanation. The coefficients on the HHI could

be a reflection of this differential access to financing which passes through network

concentration.

Selection into entrepreneurial networks

Individuals of different types may select into network types differentially. For

example, less risk averse individuals (say younger people) may be more likely to work

with people they are less acquainted with in exchange for a higher payoff upon success.

This characteristics may also reflect the choice to engage in riskier ventures that are more

likely to fail. Conditional on initial survival, these firms could be the ones to experience

higher growth. This story would also result in the relationships we find between HHI

and our various measures of success.

Selection by entrepreneur type need not be dictated by risk tolerance alone.

Work style preferences and life goals may vary as well, and may account for selection

not just into different types of networks, but also into different types of (previous)

employment: perhaps there exist two large classes of entrepreneurs: on one hand, there
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are small scale entrepreneurs who start a firm because they value their independence,

not because they aim to create a multi-billion dollar company. They are likely to

partner up with close friends, and have most likely been employed at other small firms

before. They keep their new business afloat even if performance is less than stellar,

so their firms will have higher survival rates, even as they create less employment.

On the other hand, we have ambitious entrepreneurs, with prior work experience at

higher-performing larger firms. They start on a bigger scale, have more aggressive

growth plans for their company, and need to take more risks to achieve higher growth,

therefore face higher failure rates.

Choice to stay or leave an industry

Firms that display higher network concentration may be ones that remain in the

same industry as the entering employees (hence the larger starting size and initial wage

since industry specific productivity is more transparent). Individuals who jointly choose

to move into being involved with a start-up may be more likely to do so within the same

industry. Therefore, employees have industry specific skills and knowledge gathered

from their previous place of employment and as such are more likely to survive. Firms

that display low network concentration may reflect the founders’ / employees’ choice

to switch into a different industry. This shift may reduce the odds of survival due to

their lack of familiarity with the internal workings of the new industry. Conditional on

surviving these firms with “industry switchers” catch up and do as well or better (steeper

learning curve, leading to initial growth). This is another possible explanation for our

results.

This section shows that there are multiple interpretations for the results found

in this paper. While we do not causally identify any single mechanism that leads to

entrepreneurial success, this exercise still documents a striking relationship between

network concentration and new firm success. We also show how sensitive results are

to the definition of entrepreneurial success and the timeline over which our hypotheses

are evaluated. Our results combined with these various interpretations gives the reader
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some direction in thinking through what successful entrepreneurship means.

2.4.4 Concerns with the data and estimation strategies

Unobserved heterogeneity and selection bias

This paper does not seek to make any causal claims. Firstly, we have yet

to address the fact that there is heterogeneity in the number of previously conjoined

workers in new firms. Unobserved heterogeneity can come from any factor that

correlates with the the type of network links we observe, but that doesn’t actually

pass through the network. For example, firms with higher human capital could have

higher social capital and this may result in over-emphasizing the impact of strong links.

Secondly, the process by which the future entrepreneur selects which (if any) employees

to hire away from the parent firm introduces selection bias: even if worker quality in

the parent firm varies randomly, an entrepreneur that happens to have higher quality

coworkers will enlist more of them than his unlucky counterpart, so what we observe as

a higher preponderance of cluster networks in well-performing start-ups may in fact be

due to the higher quality of workers. We do control for worker skill as much as possible

(education, age, formal sector experience, former wage), but there are always residual

unobserved characteristics, so the risk remains that we are over-estimating the impact of

strong links (cluster networks) on firm performance. Thirdly, it is possible that the very

quality of one’s peers induces them into jointly forming a new firm.

A potential identification strategy is to limit the analysis to new firms with

workers that have prior experience, but instrument for the length of that joint experience

with industry shocks.

Untrackable employees

Employees for whom we have no job history may be new to the job market,

or they may have been exclusively employed at informal firms in the past (since 1986

when our dataset begins). We have no measure of their past work experience, or whether
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they have established prior working relationships with other untrackable employees in

the new firm. However, evidence from 2- and 3-employee firms suggests that untracked

workers typically do not share common work experience, or this past informal joint

work is not as valuable as common experience in the formal sector. Having said that,

this observation brings up the question of what the role of the informal sector is in

entrepreneurial activity.

Access to financing

Unfortunately, we have no data on firm financing or capital holdings. One can

imagine that differential access to financing might be partially driving our results: if a

firm has several founders with prior work experience, they will trust each other more

and may pool their resources and/or apply together (and with better chances of success)

for a bank loan. One way we can test the role of financing is to estimate the impact of

employee networks on survival for industries with different fixed costs of entry. Should

we find that in sectors with negligible returns to scale employee networks don’t matter,

this will cast a shadow of doubt on the overall result.

Divestitures from parent firms

Some new firms may in fact be divestitures from old firms. These divestitures

will have several advantages over true new firms, including accumulated capital stock,

brand name, established supplier relations, etc. They will also typically have high

employee network concentration, so they may be biasing our results upward. We

plan to isolate divestitures by the share of employees of the parent establishment

(plant/office branch) that is accounted for by employees transferred to the new firm.

More specifically, we propose to identify a new firm as a divestiture if 70% or more of

the parent establishment’s employees transferred to the new firm. In addition, we can

use the legal form of the new entrant to identify divestitures22.

22see Hirakawa et al. (2010)
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New firm buy-outs

Some new firms may drop out of the sample because they are bought by

larger corporations. If we don’t account for this possibility, we will incorrectly label

some well-performing firms as bad performers, especially since we use survival as our

measure of success. However, since these buy-outs are likely to account for only a

minority of firm disappearances, we believe that failing to account for them only biases

our results towards zero.

In the future, we will attempt to identify buy-outs by the share of the new firm employees

that can be later found working together at their next job, employing a rule analogous to

the proposed rule for identifying divestitures: if 70% or more of a new firm’s employees

(call this firm A) can be found employed together at a previously existing firm B after

the disappearance of firm A, then eliminate firm A from the sample as a likely buy-out.

2.5 Conclusion

This paper provides some strong empirical evidence for multiple phenomena in

entrepreneurship. Our main result is that the strength of ties do matter for entrepreneurial

success. Specifically, firms whose employees have previous joint work experience tend

to survive longer, are bigger at inception and have a higher initial average wages.

Conversely, joint previous work experience is negatively associated with new firm

growth up to three years after entry, and uncorrelated with growth thereafter. However,

this latter effect is of smaller magnitude, so that the initial performance differentials

persist, and firms with higher initial network concentrations have more employees and

higher wages up to six years after entry - the maximum length of time we can track them.

We also find that new firms wherein the initial employees were previously employed at

smaller firms are more likely to survive than new firms whose employees have larger

firm experience instead. Despite this, employees from larger parent firms are positively

associated with success as defined by a new firm’s initial size, wage and employment

growth rates.
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As incidental findings, we observe that firm success is positively correlated with

mean employee education and negatively correlated with mean employee age. Our final

observation is that new firms that have a larger proportion of “untracked” employees, i.e.

employees newly entering the labor force or transitioning in from the informal sector,

are less likely to succeed.

The literature on entrepreneurial networks is a fairly thin one, and this

paper provides at least a sliver of insight into the types of links that contribute to

entrepreneurial success. While we use the most basic of measures to estimate network

ties, we are able to point to startling and significant trends that have yet to be addressed in

the empirical literature. In pointing to these trends this paper guides readers to thinking

more carefully about what being a successful entrepreneur means, how this should be

measured and what characteristics lead to successful outcomes.

From a policy perspective, thinking about these issues should provide some

insight into why individuals start new firms, whom they choose as business partners,

and which ventures we should encourage when trying to promote truly entrepreneurial

activity.
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2.6 Tables

Table 2.1: HHI values in 2-employee firms

HHI1 HHI2 HHI3 HHI4
0 . 0.5 0 No worker can be tracked

0.25 . 0.5 0 One can be tracked
0.5 0.5 0.5 0 Both tracked, but to different parents
1 1 1 1 Both tracked to same parent

Table 2.2: HHI values in 3-employee firms

HHI1 HHI2 HHI3 HHI4
0 . 0.33 0 No worker can be tracked

0.11 . 0.33 0 One can be tracked
0.22 0.5 0.33 0 Two can be tracked, to different parents
0.33 0.33 0.33 0 All three can be tracked, all to different parents
0.44 1 0.56 0.33 Two can be tracked, to the same parent
0.56 0.56 0.56 0.33 All three can be tracked, 2 to the same parent

1 1 1 1 All three can be tracked tracked, all to same parent

Table 2.3: Average parent size breakdown

Unknown parent size 13.8%
Small parents (less than 10) 16.3%
Medium parents (10 to 100) 37.1%
Large parents (100 to 1,000) 25.7%
Very large parents (1,001+) 7.2%
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Table 2.4: HHI3 and HHI4, by initial number of employees

HHI3 HHI4
Initial size N Percent of total mean sd mean sd

2 239,078 32.4% 0.530 0.119 0.060 0.237
3 128,716 17.5% 0.379 0.135 0.068 0.203
4 81,014 11.0% 0.306 0.146 0.075 0.194
5 55,582 7.5% 0.263 0.149 0.079 0.186
6 39,293 5.3% 0.234 0.151 0.081 0.182
7 29,201 4.0% 0.216 0.154 0.085 0.180
8 22,500 3.1% 0.198 0.151 0.084 0.173
9 17,864 2.4% 0.185 0.153 0.084 0.172

10 14,576 2.0% 0.178 0.156 0.086 0.174
11 11,685 1.6% 0.168 0.156 0.085 0.171
12 9,542 1.3% 0.161 0.154 0.085 0.168
13 8,161 1.1% 0.162 0.164 0.092 0.178
14 6,993 0.9% 0.161 0.169 0.097 0.182
15 6,007 0.8% 0.154 0.165 0.094 0.177

Subtotal 670,212 91.0% 0.369 0.192 0.071 0.208
Total 736,838 100.0% 0.349 0.202 0.075 0.207

Table 2.5: HHI3 and HHI4, by bins of initial number of employees

HHI3 HHI4
Initial size bins N percent of total mean sd mean sd

2 239,078 32.4% 0.530 0.119 0.060 0.237
3-4 209,730 28.5% 0.351 0.144 0.071 0.199

5-10 179,016 24.3% 0.226 0.155 0.082 0.180
11-20 62,453 8.5% 0.157 0.162 0.091 0.175
21-50 32,328 4.4% 0.134 0.174 0.103 0.180

51-100 8,602 1.2% 0.133 0.188 0.120 0.191
101+ 5,631 0.8% 0.203 0.262 0.198 0.264
Total 736,838 100.0% 0.349 0.202 0.075 0.207
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Table 2.6: Survival regressions for HHI4

Survival at: t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI4 2.42 6.55 8.59 9.30 8.72 8.83
(.17)∗∗∗ (.27)∗∗∗ (.34)∗∗∗ (.43)∗∗∗ (.57)∗∗∗ (.85)∗∗∗

Share trackable 1.32 1.81 2.23 2.23 3.25 3.37
(.19)∗∗∗ (.28)∗∗∗ (.35)∗∗∗ (.42)∗∗∗ (.55)∗∗∗ (.76)∗∗∗

Mean employee age -.06 -.06 -.05 -.06 -.06 -.10
(.007)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗ (.03)∗∗

Mean years schooling .30 .28 .22 .16 .12 .14
(.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)∗ (.06)

Mean previous wage .07 .14 .16 .16 .13 .05
(.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)

Unknown parent size -1.91 -2.68 -2.92 -2.88 -3.24 -3.56
(.21)∗∗∗ (.32)∗∗∗ (.40)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.63)∗∗∗ (.85)∗∗∗

Medium parents -.47 -.68 -.86 -.92 -.96 -1.55
(10 to 100) (.11)∗∗∗ (.17)∗∗∗ (.22)∗∗∗ (.27)∗∗ (.36)∗ (.50)∗

Large parents -1.71 -2.65 -2.91 -2.84 -2.96 -3.44
(100 to 1,000) (.12)∗∗∗ (.19)∗∗∗ (.24)∗∗∗ (.29)∗∗∗ (.38)∗∗∗ (.53)∗∗∗

Very large parents -1.94 -2.93 -3.12 -2.89 -2.96 -3.21
(1,001+) (.17)∗∗∗ (.25)∗∗∗ (.30)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.47)∗∗∗ (.67)∗∗∗

Initial size categories Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 658,220 538,157 421,881 310,560 186,284 93,266
R2 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07
Notes: Dependent variable is the survival indicator multiplied by 100. Robust standard

errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at 1%(*), 0.1%(**), and
0.01%(***).
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Table 2.7: Survival regressions for HHI4, adding interaction with initial firm size

Survival at: t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI4 1.84 4.76 4.70 3.78 1.78 2.40
(.29)∗∗∗ (.44)∗∗∗ (.57)∗∗∗ (.70)∗∗∗ (.96) (1.46)

Ln(initial firm size) 1.85 3.21 3.06 2.65 2.06 2.13
(.05)∗∗∗ (.08)∗∗∗ (.10)∗∗∗ (.12)∗∗∗ (.16)∗∗∗ (.22)∗∗∗

HHI4*Ln(initial size) .47 1.41 3.06 4.34 5.51 5.15
(.16)∗ (.25)∗∗∗ (.33)∗∗∗ (.42)∗∗∗ (.60)∗∗∗ (.95)∗∗∗

Share trackable .98 1.18 1.38 1.46 2.53 2.76
(.18)∗∗∗ (.28)∗∗∗ (.35)∗∗∗ (.42)∗∗ (.54)∗∗∗ (.76)∗∗

Mean employee age -.06 -.06 -.05 -.06 -.07 -.10
(.007)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗ (.03)∗∗

Mean years schooling .30 .28 .22 .16 .11 .13
(.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04) (.06)

Mean previous wage .06 .13 .15 .16 .13 .05
(.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)

Unknown parent size -2.11 -3.03 -3.35 -3.23 -3.53 -3.76
(.21)∗∗∗ (.32)∗∗∗ (.40)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.63)∗∗∗ (.85)∗∗∗

Medium parents -.38 -.51 -.64 -.74 -.80 -1.40
(10 to 100) (.11)∗∗ (.17)∗ (.22)∗ (.27)∗ (.35) (.50)∗

Large parents -1.69 -2.60 -2.81 -2.75 -2.81 -3.31
(100 to 1,000) (.12)∗∗∗ (.19)∗∗∗ (.24)∗∗∗ (.29)∗∗∗ (.38)∗∗∗ (.53)∗∗∗

Very large parents -2.03 -3.11 -3.34 -3.13 -3.23 -3.46
(1,001+) (.17)∗∗∗ (.25)∗∗∗ (.31)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.67)∗∗∗

Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 658,220 538,157 421,881 310,560 186,284 93,266
R2 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07
Notes: Dependent variable is the survival indicator multiplied by 100. Robust standard

errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at 1%(*), 0.1%(**), and
0.01%(***).
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Table 2.8: Performance at entry and conditional on survival, for HHI4

t t+3 t+6
ln(empl) ln(wage) ln(empl) ln(wage) ln(empl) ln(wage)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI4 .60 .10 .39 .06 .33 .03
(.006)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.005)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗

Share trackable -.33 .35 -.04 .32 -.02 .30
(.004)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.005)∗∗∗ (.03) (.01)∗∗∗

Mean employee age .0005 .006 -.002 .002 -.002 .0001
(.0002)∗∗∗ (.0001)∗∗∗ (.0004)∗∗∗ (.0002)∗∗∗ (.0009)∗∗ (.0004)

Mean years schooling -.005 .02 .007 .02 .01 .01
(.0004)∗∗∗ (.0003)∗∗∗ (.0009)∗∗∗ (.0004)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.001)∗∗∗

Mean previous wage .007 .04 .02 .04 .02 .03
(.0003)∗∗∗ (.0005)∗∗∗ (.0007)∗∗∗ (.0007)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗

Unknown parent size -.19 -.003 -.11 -.005 -.09 -.04
(.003)∗∗∗ (.003) (.009)∗∗∗ (.005) (.03)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗

Medium parents .47 .06 .43 .06 .37 .05
(10 to 100) (.002)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.005)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.007)∗∗∗

Large parents .57 .07 .54 .07 .50 .05
(100 to 1,000) (.003)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.006)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.007)∗∗∗

Very large parents .09 .006 .15 .02 .17 .02
(1,001+) (.004)∗∗∗ (.003)∗∗ (.009)∗∗∗ (.004)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗

Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 619,173 619,173 246,248 246,248 39,454 39,454
R2 .18 .28 .15 .25 .16 .25

Notes: Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at
10%(*), 5%(**), and 1%(***). Number of employees and wages reported are for

workers employed on December 31st of each year. Columns 1 and 2 include all firms
born between 1995 and 2000, but since some no longer have employees by the end of
their first year, the number of observations is lower than in column 1 of tables 2.6 and

2.7. Columns 3 and 4 include firms born in 1995 through 1998, and which have
survived through their third year. Columns 5 and 6 include firms born in 1995, and

which have survived through 2001.
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Table 2.9: Performance at entry and growth conditional on survival, for HHI4

performance growth growth
at entry from t to t+3 from t+3 to t+6

ln(empl) ln(wage) ln(empl) ln(wage) ln(empl) ln(wage)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI4 .55 .09 -.12 -.03 .01 -.001
(.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02) (.009)

Share trackable -.29 .40 .14 -.07 .02 -.05
(.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02) (.009)∗∗∗

Mean employee age .002 .004 -.002 -.004 -.003 -.0007
(.0007)∗∗∗ (.0005)∗∗∗ (.0007)∗∗ (.0004)∗∗∗ (.0007)∗∗∗ (.0003)∗∗

Mean years schooling -.001 .02 .008 -.007 .0001 -.0002
(.002) (.001)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.0009)∗∗∗ (.002) (.0008)

Mean previous wage .01 .05 .009 -.006 .002 -.004
(.002)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.002)∗∗∗ (.0008)∗∗∗ (.001) (.0006)∗∗∗

Unknown parent size -.18 -.03 .03 -.02 -.006 -.005
(.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗ (.02) (.01) (.02) (.01)

Medium parents .46 .08 .07 .002 -.01 -.005
(10 to 100) (.01)∗∗∗ (.008)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.007) (.01) (.006)

Large parents .59 .08 .10 .00009 .007 -.005
(100 to 1,000) (.01)∗∗∗ (.009)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.007) (.01) (.006)

Very large parents .15 .04 .09 .0006 -.01 -.02
(1,001+) (.02)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.009) (.02) (.008)∗∗

Initial size categories Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 35,864 35,864 35,864 35,864 35,864 35,864
R2 .21 .32 .1 .04 .04 .03

Notes: Robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at
10%(*), 5%(**), and 1%(***). Number of employees and wages reported are for
workers employed on December 31st of each year. Only firms with end-of-year

employees at t, t+3, and t+6 are included.
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2.7 Graphs

Figure 2.1: Average survival rates for 2-employee firms, by HHI1
Average survival rates for 2-employee firms started 1995-2000, by common history
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Figure 2.2: Average survival rates for 3-employee firms, by HHI1
Average survival rates for 2-employee firms started 1995-2000, by common history
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Figure 2.3: Survival impact of HHI4 at t+3, by initial firm size
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2.8 Appendix

We show survival regression results for the alternate Herfindahl-Hirschman

Index variants (HHI1, HHI2, and HHI3).

First, we compare these three indices with each other (since HHI4, our baseline

measure, is just a rescaling of HHI3). Note that as we move from table 2.10 to table

2.12, the coefficients on the HHI1 and HHI3 index are remarkably similar, given the

different definitions. The impact of “share trackable” does change in the direction we

expect, since HHI1 unfairly gives zero share to employees who are new to the formal

labor market.

Comparing tables 2.11 and 2.12, we find that the coefficients are once again

similar. The number of observations drops, since HHI2 is only defined for firms with

two or more trackable workers.

When we compare the baseline results from table 2.6 to the corresponding results

in table 2.12 (that uses HHI3), we observe that the coefficients on the HHI variable are

smaller in the former; this is natural, since HHI4 takes on a wider range of values for

small firms (0 to 1, instead of 1/N to 1 for HHI3), and small firms form the majority of

new entrants. Other coefficients are largely unchanged.
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Table 2.10: Survival regressions for HHI1

Survival at: t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI1 2.90 8.57 11.95 12.94 12.77 12.73
(.24)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.49)∗∗∗ (.61)∗∗∗ (.81)∗∗∗ (1.22)∗∗∗

Share trackable .56 -.62 -1.32 -1.61 -.70 -.53
(.22) (.33) (.42)∗ (.51)∗ (.67) (.95)

Mean employee age -.06 -.06 -.05 -.06 -.06 -.10
(.007)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗ (.03)∗∗

Mean years schooling .30 .28 .22 .17 .12 .14
(.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)∗ (.06)

Mean previous wage .07 .14 .16 .17 .14 .06
(.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)

Unknown parent size -1.87 -2.57 -2.77 -2.72 -3.09 -3.41
(.21)∗∗∗ (.32)∗∗∗ (.40)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.63)∗∗∗ (.85)∗∗∗

Medium parents -.50 -.73 -.89 -.97 -.98 -1.57
(10 to 100) (.11)∗∗∗ (.17)∗∗∗ (.22)∗∗∗ (.27)∗∗ (.36)∗ (.50)∗

Large parents -1.74 -2.69 -2.92 -2.86 -2.93 -3.43
(100 to 1,000) (.12)∗∗∗ (.19)∗∗∗ (.24)∗∗∗ (.29)∗∗∗ (.38)∗∗∗ (.53)∗∗∗

Very large parents -1.96 -2.99 -3.19 -2.97 -3.04 -3.28
(1,001+) (.17)∗∗∗ (.25)∗∗∗ (.31)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.47)∗∗∗ (.67)∗∗∗

Initial size categories Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 658,220 538,157 421,881 310,560 186,284 93,266
R2 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07
Notes: Dependent variable is the survival indicator multiplied by 100. Robust standard

errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at 1%(*), 0.1%(**), and
0.01%(***).
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Table 2.11: Survival regressions for HHI2

Survival at: t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI2 3.45 8.59 11.52 12.63 12.75 13.09
(.20)∗∗∗ (.31)∗∗∗ (.41)∗∗∗ (.52)∗∗∗ (.69)∗∗∗ (1.03)∗∗∗

Share trackable 3.38 6.75 8.63 9.51 10.63 10.46
(.24)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.47)∗∗∗ (.58)∗∗∗ (.77)∗∗∗ (1.09)∗∗∗

Mean employee age -.07 -.08 -.06 -.07 -.07 -.10
(.008)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗ (.02)∗ (.03)∗

Mean years schooling .31 .31 .27 .20 .16 .20
(.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)∗∗∗ (.05)∗ (.07)∗

Mean previous wage .09 .20 .22 .22 .17 .08
(.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)∗∗∗ (.06)

Unknown parent size -3.37 -4.54 -5.07 -5.83 -5.54 -3.45
(.39)∗∗∗ (.58)∗∗∗ (.72)∗∗∗ (.88)∗∗∗ (1.15)∗∗∗ (1.51)

Medium parents -.37 -.76 -.91 -1.08 -.93 -1.54
(10 to 100) (.12)∗ (.20)∗∗ (.26)∗∗ (.32)∗∗ (.43) (.61)

Large parents -1.87 -2.97 -3.13 -3.18 -3.02 -3.48
(100 to 1,000) (.14)∗∗∗ (.22)∗∗∗ (.28)∗∗∗ (.34)∗∗∗ (.45)∗∗∗ (.64)∗∗∗

Very large parents -2.29 -3.47 -3.66 -3.54 -2.89 -3.25
(1,001+) (.20)∗∗∗ (.30)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.45)∗∗∗ (.58)∗∗∗ (.83)∗∗∗

Initial size categories Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 518,479 423,251 330,567 243,080 146,027 72,723
R2 .02 .04 .05 .06 .07 .08
Notes: Dependent variable is the survival indicator multiplied by 100. Robust standard

errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at 1%(*), 0.1%(**), and
0.01%(***).
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Table 2.12: Survival regressions for HHI3

Survival at: t+1 t+2 t+3 t+4 t+5 t+6
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI3 3.34 9.28 12.87 14.09 14.00 14.29
(.24)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.61)∗∗∗ (.82)∗∗∗ (1.23)∗∗∗

Share trackable 1.33 1.78 2.03 2.00 2.89 3.01
(.19)∗∗∗ (.28)∗∗∗ (.35)∗∗∗ (.42)∗∗∗ (.55)∗∗∗ (.77)∗∗∗

Mean employee age -.06 -.06 -.05 -.06 -.06 -.10
(.007)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗ (.03)∗∗

Mean years schooling .30 .28 .22 .16 .12 .13
(.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)∗ (.06)

Mean previous wage .06 .14 .15 .16 .13 .05
(.01)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.02)∗∗∗ (.03)∗∗∗ (.04)

Unknown parent size -1.93 -2.73 -2.99 -2.95 -3.31 -3.62
(.21)∗∗∗ (.32)∗∗∗ (.40)∗∗∗ (.48)∗∗∗ (.63)∗∗∗ (.85)∗∗∗

Medium parents -.47 -.67 -.81 -.86 -.87 -1.44
(10 to 100) (.11)∗∗∗ (.17)∗∗∗ (.22)∗∗ (.27)∗ (.36) (.51)∗

Large parents -1.70 -2.62 -2.82 -2.74 -2.80 -3.28
(100 to 1,000) (.12)∗∗∗ (.19)∗∗∗ (.24)∗∗∗ (.29)∗∗∗ (.38)∗∗∗ (.53)∗∗∗

Very large parents -1.96 -2.98 -3.18 -2.96 -3.03 -3.26
(1,001+) (.17)∗∗∗ (.25)∗∗∗ (.30)∗∗∗ (.37)∗∗∗ (.47)∗∗∗ (.67)∗∗∗

Initial size categories Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cohorts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sectors Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Obs. 658,220 538,157 421,881 310,560 186,284 93,266
R2 .02 .03 .04 .05 .06 .07
Notes: Dependent variable is the survival indicator multiplied by 100. Robust standard

errors are shown in parentheses. Significance indicated is at 1%(*), 0.1%(**), and
0.01%(***).
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Abstract

This paper examines the conditions under which an informal network may

decide to formalize into an entrepreneurial organisation. Such organisations are formal,

not-for-profit entities whose main objective is to facilitate networking so as to generate

partnerships leading to entrepreneurial ventures. In order to create fruitful business

partnerships, both the informal network and the formal organisations seek to grow.

The growth process in the informal network occurs via bilateral sponsorship which

rigorously screens entrants and is therefore slow, while that for a formal organisation

is much faster but less certain to only admit high types. We formally model these two

entities and set the stage for an analysis of the tradeoffs between them.

3.1 Introduction

The primary objective of economics is to understand individual behavior in a

setting of resource scarcity and hence to explain the resulting production, distribution,

and consumption decisions. Given that the successful execution of interactions often

involves coordination amongst two or more individuals and/or groups, it becomes

necessary to comprehend how economic agents choose to organize themselves. This

will allow us to gain some insight into the resulting institutional and developmental

differences across societies and the future path of evolution we could expect these

outcomes to follow.

This paper proposes a model that will allow us to assess how individuals

choose to organize themselves so as to optimize their returns from trading relationships.

Specifically, we are interested in understanding the formation of entrepreneurial

organisations. We observe that there exists a class of organisations that are not-for-profit

networking entities and are non-discriminatory in their admissions. The only criterion

that a member fulfills is the payment of a nominal entrance fee. It seems rather puzzling

that these organisations do not have any substantial screening mechanism, and yet the
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objective isn’t primarily rent seeking on the part of founders. For example, the biggest

entrepreneurial organisation in the world, The Indus Entrepreneur (TIE), states that its

primary objective is to “provide a platform on which people with entrepreneurial spirit

and those interested in economic value creation can come together and share ideas”.1

The organisation also states that its admissions policy is aimed at “ maintaining an open

general membership policy with no discrimination” where “membership is open to all”.

For a fee of $100 a year, any interested individual can become an ordinary member of

this organisation, while invited parties can enter a more exclusive class of membership,

known as charter members for a “substantially” higher fee. This organisation has

a total of 12,000 members of whom 1800 are charter members. This implies that

the organisation collects a minimum of $1.2 million a year to run 48 chapters in 11

countries. This would average to a minimum of $25,000 per chapter yearly. These

numbers seem hardly enough to sustain the organisation given the range of forums and

events it hosts, not to mention the physical costs of maintenance. It therefore seems

unlikely that the objective of the organisation is to accrue wealth for its founders via fee

extraction. Furthermore, the organisation is legally classified as one that is not-for-profit.

One could then argue that these organisations exist to promote social goodwill

and are founded by benevolent individuals with the objective of encouraging

entrepreneurship and educating the community. TIE states that “individuals associated

with TIE have created businesses with market value of over $200 billion since

1992”. This suggests that while TIE in and of itself is not a wealth accruing

entity, it facilitates networking amongst individuals and groups who in turn engage in

economic undertakings. The organisation also clearly states that it is a “non-political,

non-religious organisation with a singular focus on wealth creation”. The anecdotal

evidence cited above implies that there is a financial motivation that leads to the

founding of these organisations. It is this observation that motivates this paper.

The TIE is not the only example of this sort of organisation, however, it provides

easily accessible, well documented information on the structure and objectives of an

1www.tie.org
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entrepreneurial organisation, and as such serves as an excellent motivation for this paper.

Entrepreneurial organisations are networking entities that are legally recognized

and primarily exist as a platform to facilitate interactions between current and potential

entrepreneurs. These organisations tend to be incorporated along ethnic, professional

or regional commonalities and often involve some combination of the three. Examples

of these organisations include trade associations like, the Silicon Valley Association

of Startup Entrepreneurs, The Indus Entrepreneur (above), the Silicon Valley Chinese

Engineers Association, the Caribbean American Chamber of Commerce of Florida and

the Singapore Indian Chamber of Commerce, to name a few. These organisations are

not for profit and do not posses any intrinsic monetary value in and of themselves.

They are generally non-exclusive and the admissions requirements are transparent and

non-discriminatory. 2 The size across these entities varies greatly as well, but a common

feature is that most of these organisations tend to start smaller and some grow to

become vast entities. For example, TIE states that it started with a few entrepreneurs

and professionals meeting for lunch in 1992, and has now grown to become a 12,000

member body. The Singapore Indian Chamber of Commerce was founded by a small

number of Indian merchants in 1924 and now has a membership of over 700. It is this

particular feature of entrepreneurial organisations that motivates the question this paper

addresses. It is apparent that there is some value to having a larger potential partner set.

More partners to choose from could ensure a higher match quality and a greater scope

of economic activity. Hence, growth in group size alone could prove to be a desirable

property, which could encourage the formation of these organisations. However, it

seems intuitive that partnering with low ability members would not necessarily enhance

the choice set and could conceivably detract from the quality of the network. Herein

lies the puzzle as to why we observe so many organisations with open admissions

policies and little screening beyond an affordable initial entry fee. We posit that even

2Note here that we are not trying to explain lobbying organisations or closed organisations that are
highly discriminatory. This is not to say that none of these organisations serve the dual purpose as
lobbying bodies as well. There is evidence that the Singapore Indian Chamber of Commerce serves
as a lobbying body for Indian merchants alongside providing a networking platform.
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with low-ability members diluting the average group quality, the benefits from group

growth far outweigh the alternative, which is to remain a closed network under certain

conditions.

The above examples are ones that provide evidence for the existence of

these formal entrepreneurial organisations. These organisations however, did not

spontaneously appear. There exist trading networks from which the class of

organisations described above germinate, however not all of these networks necessarily

choose to formalize. It is this decision to formalize based off expected network growth,

and resulting payoffs that we model in this paper.

In the absence of the formal organisation, networks still seek to grow so as to

expand the initial members’ partner set. However, due to informational asymmetries,

individual network members may choose to screen their potential partners thoroughly

prior to admitting them into the group. A very crude example of this would be a group of

economists who write papers. There often exist groups of three or four individuals who

frequently work together. These individuals are well aware that the scope and quality of

their ventures would increase if they had a larger number of potential co-authors to tap

into.3 However, due to the asymmetry surrounding the quality of an unknown potential

partner, it becomes difficult for any random new economist to enter this network

unless he is recommended by an already existent member (bilateral sponsorship).

The recommending member bears the responsibility (or at least gets accused of bad

judgement) if the proposed partner turns out to be incompetent. Therefore, it is in the

recommenders’ best interest to screen the quality of any potential partner so as to ensure

maintaining standards within the group. This mechanism via which the group grows can

be very slow and painful.

There are some networks for which formalizing 4 allows for a more efficient

equilibrium, while for others, remaining informal is optimal. In the sections to follow

we formally model the notions described above. While the model does not have a closed

3This assumes that no single individual is free-riding by acting just as an intermediary, but rather that
all members bring some value to the joint venture other than just the links and their physical presence.

4When the option is available
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form solution at present, we discuss various directions the paper can take that will enable

us to describe the comparative statics. Despite the lack of a solution, the model presented

is novel in the question it addresses and forces us to think carefully about what factors

enter when informal groups become formal networking organisations.As far as we are

aware, there does not exist a theory that explains the emergence of formal networking

organisations.

The rest of the paper is laid out as follows. Section 3.2 verbally describes the

formal model. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 respectively model the network and the organisation

cases. Section 3.5 describes what remains and section 3.6 concludes.

3.2 Description of the Model

We begin with the premise that there exists a fully connected network of

same-type individuals within which informational asymmetries have been resolved and

collective action inhibits moral hazard problems. The group payoffs however, are such

that returns to interactions are increasing in the number of members within the group.

A larger group size implies a greater variety of partners to choose from and therefore a

better match quality.5 The network has a growth objective, and aims to admit same-type

individuals from a set of applicants. The quality of a potential entrant is not observable

a priori, hence the network initiates a screening mechanism. The network initially

grows via bilateral sponsorship, where an existing member must assess the quality of a

potential entrant prior to recommending him for admission into the group. This rigorous

screening can in some cases cause growth to be a long, painful and potentially futile

affair.

The alternative to existing as an informal network is to become a formal

organisation. A formal organisation is a named group which is in principle subject to the

states’ legal directive. In this scenario, the group is legally accountable when making

5Given that everyone in the network is of the same type, match quality here does not refer to same-type
matching. Rather, types can be thought of as referring to trustworthiness and as such given the need for a
particular trading relationship each network member is assured of a trustworthy partner.
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admissions decisions.6 This is to say, once a member meets some base criterion (i.e.

they are able to pay some fixed entry cost) they must be allowed to enter the group. For

the class of organisations we describe, this non-discriminatory admissions policy seems

to be self imposed, rather than externally imposed.7 The group can achieve growth at a

much faster rate as an organisation, but this occurs at the cost of a higher likelihood of

admitting lower quality individuals.

This paper attempts to compare the two organisational forms mentioned above

and identify conditions under which a network would be better off in forfeiting its

rigorous screening process for the sake of growth. We will be dealing with the two

forms of organisation separately, and begin by analyzing the fully connected network’s

group dynamics in the absence of formalization. We model network dynamics, followed

by the organisational dynamics. Finally we discuss methodology that will allow us to

evaluate the “knife-edge” case in which an informal network is better off formalizing.

3.3 The Formal Model: Network Case

3.3.1 Notation

The informal network, N, is modeled as a continuum of identical agents where

the closed interval [0,nt ] represents the mass of network incumbents in period t . We

will refer to the agents in the network as high (H) types.8 We assume that in the initial

network, all informational asymmetries are resolved and collective action prevents

any single member from cheating (Kandori, 1992). It is this internal enforcement

6Or if you prefer, externally accountable. Since the group is now identifiable, their actions can be
attributed to its members. This implies that reputation effects are more binding.

7Refer to evidence provided in the introduction. There exist many organisations that discriminate
based on quality etc. These organisations are perfectly legal as well. However, we do not seek to explain
the emergence of these entities. The puzzling quality of the entrepreneurial organisations we seek to
understand is this policy of open admission. Hence, we will limit the discussion to organisations of this
nature for now.

8We abstract away from how this initial network forms. There is a large literature on what network
topology might arise given initial conditions. Our interest lies not in network topologies, but rather, is
solely restricted to the potential formalization of a fully connected network.
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mechanism that prevents any incumbent member from accepting a bribe from a low

type potential entrant. As such, the model avoids dealing with any moral hazard issues

the incumbents may otherwise face. The network as a whole generates a payoff which

is a function of the number of high-types, and this payoff is evenly distributed among all

the agents in the network. Each member in the network receives an in-group payoff in

period t of b(ntH ,ntL) where ntH and ntL denote the number of high and low types in the

network respectively at time t. The total number of members in the network at time t is

nt , where nt = ntH + ntL. The rigorous screening process and the internal enforcement

mechanism ensure that ntL = 0.

There exists a second group of agents consisting of a large set of potential

entrants (hereafter just entrants).9 This group consists of two types of agents: Low

types and High types, where the distribution is uniform over each. The goal of these

agents is to assimilate into the network so that they may be part of the network in future

periods and hence can extract rents from the network via the b function above. Once

you are a network member, you remain one for life. (Note that L-types will be lowering

the average payoff, while H-types will be increasing average payoffs).

Outside agents are uncertain as to their own type, but are each endowed with an

unbiased belief qi over their type. 10 To ensure tractability, we will initially assume that

to the outside observer there is a population distribution of beliefs q over their probability

of being a high type, where q∼U [0,1].

We consider a simplified 2-period model. In the first period (hereafter period 1),

each incumbent member of the network (I) meets an entrant (E) with an exogenously

determined probability σ . Those incumbents that are not selected to interact with an

entrant continue to interact amongst themselves and yield the payoff b(nt). Those

9We are not dealing with a circumstance wherein the composition of this second group is altered by
the number admitted into the network. We can circumvent dealing with this problem by, 1)Assuming
this group is infinite so that removing a finite number of members does not change the structure of the
group. or 2) Assuming that new members enter this PE population every period so as to maintain the
same composition of low and high types

10The justification here is that the entrants are not aware of their match quality to the group but the
group is.
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incumbents that are selected to interact with an entrant, propose a fixed cost Fnt which

the entrant must transfer to the incumbent. If the entrant refuses to pay the fixed cost

she exits the game and the incumbent receives a payoff of zero for the period. If she

does pay the fixed cost, she interacts for this period with the incumbent. Payoffs from

this interaction are symmetric with each getting RH if the entrant is a high-type, and

each getting RL if the entrant is a low-type.11 An entrant’s outside option is zero, and

furthermore, on refusing the fixed cost he receives his zero payoff for that stage and then

exits the game forever. 12 We will assume that RH > RL ≥ 0. If she accepts the offer,

she pays the fee and then partakes in the interaction and at the end of the stage game

realizes if she is in fact a high type member. If she is revealed to be of high type, she is

accepted into the group. Otherwise, she is not accepted into the group. The stage game

ends here.

We are focusing on a 2 stage game where all interactions between incumbents

and potential entrants occur in period 1. In period 2, agents in the network receive a

payoff of b(nt+1). Agents discount their future payoffs at some rate δ > 0.

3.3.2 Equilibrium Analysis: Network Case

Optimization in the two-period model

Below we characterize the problem at hand.

In a two period model, recruiting only occurs in period 1 and the payoffs in

period two are simply the in-group payoffs, b(nt+1). The only control variable that the

incumbents can optimize over is the fixed cost of entry Fnt that the entrants are charged.

11A low type entrant is viewed as an someone who yields a low value from trade while a high type is
someone who yields high returns from trade

12Here we assume an infinite non-group populous such that the probability of encountering the same
individual goes to zero
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max
Fnt

V = u(nt)+δu(nt+1)

= u(nt)+δb(nt+1)

(3.1)

The objective of each individual member is to maximize their expected lifetime

utility. There is only one control variable in this problem, the fixed cost of entry Fnt .

Equation 1 is the lifetime maximization problem, where u(nt) is the expected utility

from interacting in period t.

u(nt) = σD(nt)+(1−σ)b(nt) (3.2)

Equation 2 characterizes u(nt) which is the expected utility to each group

member in time t (period 1). In this period, each incumbent has some probability σ

of meeting an entrant. If he meets an entrant, he gets a payoff of D(nt). Otherwise,

with probability (1−σ) he does not meet an entrant and continues to interact within the

group to yield the in-group payoff, b(nt).

D(nt) = [1−φ(q∗(Fnt))]H(nt) (3.3)

such that

D(nt)≥ b(nt) (3.4)

Equation 3 characterizes the expected return to an incumbent of meeting an

entrant. The entrant will accept the proposed fee with probability [1−φ(q∗(Fnt))]. If the

entrant accepts the fee, the incumbent yields an expected payoff of H(nt). Otherwise, the

incumbent leaves the interaction for that period and gets nothing. In order for recruiting

to take place at all, the constraint in equation 4 must hold. Failing which, the group will

never grow.
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H(nt) = Fnt +(

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

)RH +(1−
∫ 1

q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

)RL (3.5)

Equation 5 is the expected payoff from the incumbent interacting with an entrant

who accepts the fee, Fnt . Here the term

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

is the probability that the entrant is

of a high type conditional upon accepting the fixed cost of entry.

q∗ solves,

0 = qRH +(1−q)RL−Fnt +qδu(nt+1) (3.6)

implying that,

q∗ =
Fnt−RL

RH−RL +δu(nt+1)
(3.7)

Equations 6 and 7 present the break even condition for the potential entrant when

the outside option is valued at zero. For a given Fnt the optimal q∗ gives the minimum

belief necessary for the expected return to be at least zero.

The final equation describing the dynamics of the group in the absence of

formality is the growth rate described below.

nt+1 = nt +σntq
∫ 1

q∗
dφ(q)

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

= nt + σnt︸︷︷︸
prop matched

[1−φ(q∗(Fnt∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop who pay Fnt

p∗(Fnt∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop type H

(3.8)

ṅ =
nt+1−nt

nt
(3.9)
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3.4 Formal Model: organisation case

When a network becomes a formal organisation, it incurs a fixed setup cost C

regardless of its initial size. This cost is distributed evenly amongst incumbents. Since

we have a continuum of agents, the cost borne by each individual goes to zero. The

organisation also experiences a higher rate of arrival than that of the network, so σo≥σn.

Simply by the virtue of being a named, and as such an externally visible entity, it is

reasonable to assume that the arrival rate for the organisation will be at least as great as

that of the network.

The modeling framework for the organisation case is very similar to that of the

network. We once again focus on a 2-stage game where entry into the organisation

only occurs in period 1. The differences lie in the the arrival rate σo and in the payoff

function which now becomes diluted by the entry of low types in the absence of the

rigorous screening process. 13 The organisation is non-discriminatory in its admits.

As long as an entrant is willing to pay the entry fee Fnt , she, 14 becomes a part of the

organisation. Once she enters the organisation she gets to interact with an original

network member for the rest of the first period. Here, we limit σo ≤ 1. If σo exceeded

1, this would imply that there exists a possibility that the original network be dominated

by the new members in the first period itself. Therefore, it would be reasonable to

assume that the group cannot more than double in any given period so as to ensure the

preservation of the existing members. Upon entering the organisation, the entrant gets

to interact with an incumbent. This element of the model reflects a feature displayed

in many of the organisations we look at, which is that of mentoring new members. It

is likely that mentoring serves not only an educational purpose, but also allows the

13Here, we would like to note that many organisations are discriminatory in their admissions policies.
This proposed framework is not intended to describe such organisations. We are only dealing with open
organisations wherein paying an entry fee and some minimum level of attendance is all that is required to
secure membership. This is in fact the basis for many of the entrepreneurial organisations. Refer to the
introduction for examples of these types of organisations.

14In the case of the formal organisation the fixed cost Fnt need not necessarily be only monetary. Often
in reality, we observe these organisations both charge an entry fee and have some mandatory attendance/
participation requirement etc
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incumbent to evaluate the quality of a new entrant. Here the “mentoring” incumbent

is of a high type 15 and the entrant population has some distribution of types φ as

described in the previous section. The payoff for these interactions is RH if the entrant

is of a high type and RL otherwise. At the end of this period, the entrants’ type is

revealed. The entrant cannot get booted from the organisation for being a low type since

the organisation is subject to by-laws that ensure it cannot unfairly dismiss members.
16 Therefore, the low type entrants will prove to be costly to the organisation by

diluting the quality of membership in period 2. The in-group payoff to the high types

in period 2 is n2Hb(n2H)/(n2H + n2L). This is distinctly different from the networks

case in that low type entrants are able to affect the incumbents’ period 2 payoff. In

the networks case, n2L is set to zero, while it can be positive for the organisation. Low

types receive the payoff n2Lb(n2H)/(n2H + n2L). This payoff function implies that the

low type individuals enter as a negative externality and do not provide any economic

value in period 2. This argument may not necessarily hold for all types of organisations.

However, in the special case of entrepreneurial organisations, this assumption is not

unreasnable. 17

As in the previous section, we are focusing on a 2 stage game where all entry

occurs in period 1. In period 2, high type members’ payoffs get diluted by the presence

15This is due to the nature of bilateral sponsorship which prevailed when the group was informal.
16Note that in our story, a low type does not refer to a cheating individual. It just refers to an individual

of lower entrepreneurial calibre. This skill is not externally verifiable in the courts and as such not
contractible over. Therefore, the organisation cannot just dismiss members that it perceives to be of
low quality.

17A possible variant of this payoff structure: If the entrant revealed to be of a low type can still
be excluded from interactions with the high types in period 2 in the following way: Most of the
entrepreneurial organisations we reference have the ability to “white-list” members. All organisation
members have access to these “white-lists”, and are therefore able to privately discriminate amongst
partners. In the case of the organisations we have looked at, many of them have “invite-only” member
categories known as charter memberships. While this category of membership is exclusive, it can still
range in the thousands (1800 out of 12000 in The Indus Entrepreneur for example). This varying class
of memberships allows the group to internally discriminate and interact only with primarily high types
in the second period. Therefore, low types do not necessarily receive any payoff in period two. We still
allow for them to affect the payoff to high types as defined above. This reflects the negative externality
the low types impose on the high types.
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of low types and the respective payoffs are as specified above . Agents discount their

future payoffs at some rate δ > 0.

3.4.1 Equilibrium Analysis: organisation case

Below we characterize the network’s optimization problem at the start of

period 1 when it decides to become an organisation. The only control variable that the

organisation can optimize over is the fixed cost of entry, Fnt .

max
Fnt

V = u(nt)+δu(nt+1) (3.10)

The objective of each individual member is to maximize their expected lifetime

utility. There is only one control variable in this problem, the fixed cost of entry Fnt .

Equation 1 is the lifetime maximization problem, where u(nt) is the expected utility

from interacting in period t.

u(nt) = σoD(nt)+(1−σo)b(nt) (3.11)

Equation 11 characterizes u(nt) which is the expected utility to each group

member in time t (period 1). In this period the organisation receives σont new entrants

to interact with. Each of these entrants is randomly assigned to an incumbent who

interacts with the entrant for the rest of the first period. The remaining incumbents

continue to interact amongst themselves to gain in-group payoffs of b(nt). Therefore,

each incumbent has a probability σo of interacting with a new entrant.

D(nt) = [1−φ(q∗(Fnt))]H(nt) (3.12)
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H(nt) =
Fnt

nt
+(

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

)RH +(1−
∫ 1

q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

)RL (3.13)

Equations 12 and 13 characterize the expected payoff to the incumbent of

interacting with a potential entrant. Here the incumbent is no longer able to extract

and internalize the fee, Fnt from the potential entrant. Since we have a continuum of

agents, the term
Fnt

nt
goes to 0. This is consistent with the objectives of entrepreneurial

organisations. Member fees are rarely seen as a form of rent, but rather, these fees are

used to maintain the organisation. Therefore, disabling each individual incumbent from

internalizing the fee is consistent with the reality of these organisations. The remaining

terms in equation 12 follow those in equation 5.

q∗ solves,

0 = qRH +(1−q)RL−Fnt +δ (q
n2Hb(n2H)

n2H +n2L
+(1−q)

n2Lb(n2H)

n2H +n2L
) (3.14)

implying that,

q∗ =
Fnt−RL−δ

RH−RL +δ (
n2Hb(n2H)

n2H +n2L
− n2Lb(n2H)

n2H +n2L
)

(3.15)

Equations 14 and 15 present the break-even condition for the entrant when the

outside option is valued at 0. Here q∗ solves for the minimum belief an incumbent must

have in order to pay the entry fee and partake in the interactions. Comparing equation

14 to equation 6: note that the entrant does not have to leave the group in period 2, and

in fact continues to receive a payoff even if she turns out to be a low type.
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n2H = n1 +σn1

∫ 1

q∗
qdφ(q)

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

= n1 + σn1︸︷︷︸
entrant arrival

[1−φ(q∗(Fnt∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop who pay Fnt

p∗(Fnt∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop type H

(3.16)

n2L = n1 +σn1

∫ 1

q∗
qdφ(q)(1−

∫ 1
q∗ qdφ(q)∫ 1
q∗ dφ(q)

)

= n1 + σn1︸︷︷︸
entrant arrival

[1−φ(q∗(Fnt∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop who pay Fnt

[1− p∗(Fnt∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prop type L

]
(3.17)

Equations 16 and 17 describe the growth of high and low type members in

organisation.

3.5 Trading off Network against organisation Payoffs

This section provides a sketch of ways to arrive at the knife edge case.

In this section we proceed to evaluate the informal network payoffs against that

of the formal organisation so as to identify conditions under which a network will choose

to formalize. We look at the simplest possible version of the model here. We assume a

uniform distribution over beliefs, q and set RL = 0.

The optimization problem for the network simplifies to:

max
Fnt

σ(1−q∗)(Fnt +RH(
1+q∗

2
)) (3.18)

This yields an optimal F∗nt

F∗nt =
(RH +δb(n2))

2

3RH +2δb(n2)
(3.19)
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We immediately observe that F∗nt is always positive. In order to perform

comparative statics on F∗nt , we need to further assume a functional form for b(n2), where

b(n2) = b(n1 +σn1(1−q∗)(
1+q∗

2
)) (3.20)

and

q∗ =
Fnt

RH +δb(n2)
(3.21)

Solving these three equations will allow us to back out the growth rate and

therefore the payoff to each incumbent network member in equilibrium.

We then want to compare this to the organisation case.

The optimization problem for the organisation simplifies to:

max
Fnt

= σo(1−q∗)(
1+q∗

2
RH +δb(

n2Hb(n2H)

n2H +n2L
) (3.22)

At present, the model proposed does simplify to a closed form solution. Various

simplifications should allow for a solution. However, the model provided sufficiently

captures our intuition to explain why some networks formalise into organisations.

3.6 Conclusion

This paper proposes and formally models a class of organisations. These

organisations are not-for-profit, networking organisations whose main objective is to

facilitate networking so as to generate partnerships that lead to entrepreneurial ventures.

Extensive anecdotal evidence for these types of organisations is presented in the

introduction. We posit that these organisations are ones that evolve from certain types

of informal networks, wherein network growth that enables business partnerships is the

prime objective. We then formally model these two entities, formal organisations and
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informal networks independently. This provides a base from which we will be able to

evaluate the tradeoffs between the two so as to understand the conditions under which

an informal network will choose to become a formal organisation.
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